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TNOE8BURG. J.

0., Dealer in Drugs and Medicines, Paints and Oils, Brushes,&c. Physician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

MX,

BOLLIX]) CRT,
OFFICE: VAN LANDfiQEND’SBLOCK.

T\R. 8CHOUTEN & MEENGS’ Drug Store.
xJ Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet
y

»

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer Jn Drugs, Medl-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bhbq’b Family Medicines; River St.

TIKES or 8UB8CBIPTI0N

D

wAskH«?K^p8w:,i

ness

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

“
1 “

3

50

6 00
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00

(X)

00
00
00
00

Dry Ooodi.

Eighth

IJERTSCH, D.

In

General dealer

R.

R
10
17
25
40
65

00
00
«0
00
00
00

is

L/

sons

yAUPELL,

EYER

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.

charge.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without
/

R

i

EIDSEMA J.

M., A SON. General Dealers In
Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

vertisement.

before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paperiwill be continuedafter date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly

I\

Stave*, Weed, Bark, Eto.

Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
ojick always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

I*
P

LV

Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, Not.

1875.

21,

Leave

Grand Rapids.

5.25 a.

m.

10.05 a. m.

f

YTUFIELD,J. J. Dealer in Groceries, Dry Goods.
Flour and Feed and Produce. Liquors and

P

Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,

'T'E ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

•I

and dealers in Fancy Goods;
River Street.

in Dry Goods,

etc.

“
“
“ “
&
Chicago.
“ “
“
“

New

V

m.

6.40““

10.20 a. m.
10.25 “ “
8.30 “

10.40 a. m.
12.25 p.m.

5.20 a. in.
8.25 p. m.

a.

4.20 p.

m.

Buffalo

1

*'9.35““ f 4.10“

Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.

W

ELTON A AKELY.

General Dealers in Dry
Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Flour and Feed,

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in

Produce, Etc-!!

$

@
@
@
@
@

Flour and

Potatoes, $ bushel ...............
Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ...........
Wool/ "

“
“
“

60
3 00
20
8 50
12
25
12 00
40
30
4 00

ft
ft

V

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
Express. Mail.
P.
7
6
5

X.
10
55
45
5 18
5 10
4 43
4 40
P.M.
8 05
A.X.
8 50
A.X.
8 30

X.
10
55
45
16

807
7 35
7 85
A.X.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

A.X
3 40
P.X.
7 55

in

General Hard-

ware; cor. Eighth and River street.

VV Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-

Effect,

ETNA HOUSE.

QITY

HOTEL. J. W. Mindbkhout, Proprietor.
Built In 1873; Furnished inelegantstyle, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

OROENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor:

A

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and farnltnre new.

p.

m.

8 50
8 10
8 00
6 50
5 45
5 17
4 00

Going
No. 3

STATIONS.

No. 2

p.

p. ra.

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

Muskegon

15
45
40

Ferrysburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

11

85
15
25

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

m.
00
35
40
13
55
12
00

South.
No. 1
a.

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

Livery and Sale Stable.
Offlceandbarnon Market street. Everything

lx

Sale Stable;
Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

Office of

street,

near Market.

m.
00
50
00
50
15
45
15

Wagonaakeiand Blackaaltb*.

T\IJKEMA & BRO., Wagon and

LJ

Shop. Horse-shoeingand

all

Blacksmith

kinds of repair-

ing done. River Street.

Holland, Sept.

JJOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River atreet.

VfcBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Soliciifl tor in Chancery; office with M. D. How-

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
paid for Furs.

Furniture

!

We are constantly increasingour stock
of fine Furniture. The finest Bureaus,
W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- ToUet and Bedroom Suits, Sofa Chairs.
Sofas, and a fine assortment of Carpets all
ing
> •
just received and sold -at bottom figures for
VORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehased elsewhere, will be cut to order.1'Repairing Cash.
Come and give us a call.
promptly attended to. River street.

Goods.

/\RT, F.

J. Connselsorat Law and Solicitor at
Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers building.

West of River Street,

Eighth and Fish Street.All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

IV

this

line served on call ; Eighth street.

IriL Agricultural Implements: commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th* River street.

Banking and Collecting.
1\. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

In a

new

of thi

United State*.

addition of the Encyclopedia

this resolution

1,216 man; and in 1814

revenue is placed in the hands of

dition of 3,500

politi

McDonald; show
ing how England is able to collect
faithfullya much heavier tax than this

cians— like Joyce and

pAUEW, VAN PUTTEN * CO., Proprietors
1 of 11*90* MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour

Books ui StatloMry.

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

DINNEKANT,Miss A. M., Dealer in Books A
S5 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
Street _
•

ANTERS,

L. T. Dealer in Books, Station- TT7ILM8 P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
All kinds of wood turning and sawing on
ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
hand and done to order. River street, h
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

Y?

Boots ui Shoo*.

Motary Publiw

TNLFERDINK W. A H. General dealers O08T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Pj in Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done; L Agent, Notag Publlo and Conveyancer; Ool>

an English expemen was able to seize and

burn Washington, the capitolofa country
which, even then, numbered eight million
of inhabitants. In 1861; at the

commence-

country imposes and urging the impor- ment of the war of secession, the whole
tance of the subject in view of the cor- regular force amounted to only fourteen
ruption in public affairs which is daily thousand men. In April of that year the
President called out seventy-five thousand

exposed.
It ought

to

he

'

natural to suppose that volunteers for three months to defend the

which was threatened; and in
May
a
further
call for forty-two thousand
evils of our revenue service certainly need
was
made.
In
July two calls for fiveno demonstrationin these days, and it was
hundred
thousand
each were authorized
a very simple matter to instruct a regular
committee to see if there is any remedy by Congress, and as even this vast force
the resolutionwas passed

at

once. The

capital,

proved insufficientfor

the gigantic straggle

which America had qow embarked

three

a reply with these words:

Id, it

hundred thousand was

ordered,

and

“Mr.

Then

who had
who was

Mr. Edmunds,

Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordiallyInvited.

party lines, “rose to repel the idea that at in the war of 1870-.71,sink into Insignifi-

any time or in any place the people of the cance. And within three years the whole
North or the Republicanparty in this of these vast forces were fteapeably dischamber or in the other have in any man- banded, aud the army had sunk to •> Mininer stirredup sectional animosities or hos- Dal strength of only thirty thousand tnen.
tilities, have in

any manner assaultedthe

constitutional rights of any state or

any

part of its people,"—as if this would save

One

lection* made in Holland and vicinity.

’tT
The National So
waukee

Treasury.

of the pitiable features

of such

debate is the utter Inabilityof

men

ful

a

land.-

A. Rooir, R. 8.

HARD-TIMES.

public, I have resolved to reduce my
prices and hereafter will sell at the following prices:
Bread, 8 cents or 8 for 20 cents.
Biscuits. 10 cents s dozen.
J keep the largest assortmentof candv
and confectionery in the city, and sell this

down oa the nation the
scorn of the rest of (he world can be
traced back to the war1 as an original
calling

The

The

was not

a

build

this

beauti-

*,

dories in

diet over 600

people; the library contains1 over 1,000

volumes; and there is a large and wellfurnished parlor. The building is furnished with bath room, card roomi.smoking rooms, billiard rooms, and every other

convenience.Since its establishment,
more than 8,000 men have here found a
home.
Vicksburg papers of April
a long

86th, say:

time steamboatmeq have pre-

dicted that sooner or later the liver would
find its

way through the cut off on the pe-

ninsula Just south of the old site of

De

At two o'clock

to-day the peninsula yielded to the force

Mr. Gordon the ex-rebel, worthy of ill the of the current,

more praise for seekings reform of

MU-

rich farm

canse and thus be attributed to the authors Soto, opposite this city.
of the Rebellion? If it can be,

at

miles from

height; its concert hall

whether or not the existing corruption “For
is

Home

grove and a

like

Sherman and Edmunds, we expect nothing

the heavy taxes this year which
and in order to lighten the burdens of the

is situs

the city.
to the

M. Habbinton, N. G.

J.

from a populationof only thirty two million-figuresbefore which the celebrated

understood to be glad of sn opportunity uprising of the French nation in 1798, or
to show that he had not escaped from the the recent efforts of FnMice and Germany

any money

192, IndependentOrder

On account of

River streets.

|

has sunk.— iY. 7. Evening Poet.

MilitaryBesouroM

.

TTENYON, NATHAN,

River street

it

of Morton, to understand that the time
has passed when it will suffice to excuse
V
the failuresof the Republican party by
F. * A. K
A Reoulab Communication of Unity Lome, references to its services in the war; that
Muufeetorloi, Mill*, Shop*, Ito.
No. 191, F. * A. M., will be held st Masonic Hall, the people, who are suffering under a
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, May
TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By 81, at 7)4 o'clock,
weight of present ills, demand the appliJLJ Improved machinery is enabledto sell better
Geo. Laudeb, W. M.
cation of practicalremedies, and not pah*'
plows and at lower prices than any snrroandlng
J. O. Doksbubu, Sec'y.
town offers. Tenth stree t, t doors west of River st.
egyrics on achievementsof the past.
YTEALp, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
What does a tax payer of to-day care

Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

IV

-

of

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

BaakUf ui Izokags.

IT

—

I. 0- of 0. F.

VAN DER HAAR,

IbINNEKANT. JM

Jj

First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

’UITE, J., Dealer In ail kinds of meats and
l vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

Law, Notary Pub-

1875.

Holland City Lodge, No.

TTLEYS, P.,

*

Biktrlii.

l -

J^UTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon's bnlldlng.
Corner of Eighth and River street.

H. Meter & Co.
Holland, Jan. 18,
48-1

Rest Market*.

Agent. Office

V

.

V

ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.

VI88CHER A., Attorneyat

which

bition and partisan selfishnessinto

voted against Pinchback, and

Merchant Tailors!

D

Attorney*.

River street.

brunches out of the mire of personal am-

tem, by which the collection of interna

dealer."

18, 1874.

TJOSMAN, J.

J.,

its

men called under arms by the Government
between April 1861 and April 1865,
special Notices.
Robert Toombs, against which the Georgia
Legislature had entered its protest. He amounted to 2,752,049,of whom 2,656,058
was joined by Mr. Sherman, who ought to were actually embodied in the armies. If
Special Notice.
be found in better company, but who crit- to those be added one million one hundred
The City Drug Store will be kept icised Mr. Gordon’s speech as partisan, de- thousand men which were embodied by
open oh Sundays, until further notice is fended “the wisdom of the present,” and the Southern States during the same time,
given.
denounced the English laws as “oppressive the total armed forces reached the enorHkber Walsh,
to the last degree against the whiskey mous amount of nearly four million, drawn
Proprietor.

TTUilEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;

JT

Diwrtonj.

A

ministrationof government in all

President, it is said that civil war in 'February, 1864, a further call of five
is generally followed by a period of de- hundred thousand more was made. Final.............
moralizationto a greater or less degre. ly, in the beginning of 1865, two further
I suppose there is something in that; and,
^lOOTh .....................140
levies, amounting to five hundred thouin that case, the responsibilitycomes back
Barley, # 100 lb ................... 2 00
sand men, were ordered, but were only
Middling,f 100 lb .................
1 .33 to those that made the civil war."
Flour, IMOOTb ...................... 8 83
With this us a basis he went on with a partiallycarried out in consequence of the
Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb ..............6 OO^ft 7 00
rabid partisan address, which included cessation of hostilities. The total number

pone. Cash

rpEN EYCK,

of men able enbhgb and honest

quotations from one of the violent speeches of

Livery and Sale Stable*.

O

20
65
40
Buckwheat, # bushel
75
Bran, # ton ....................... ft 16 00
Feed. ton ......................26 00
1

........
ft

Monday, April 24, 1875.

Nwth.

these.

the election to the high-

er had Mr. Gordon, who was a Confederate was found necessary to introduce the congeneral, taken his seat, than Morion began scription. In October, 1888, a levy of

[Corrected by the “Hugger Mills.)

...... ft $
P. Zalsman, Proprietor. Wheat, white $ bushel ............
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and Corn, shelled W bushel
Oats, $ bushel
el......................
33
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
A

VTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and
Qolng
No. 4

.........

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Hotila.

flrat-class.

Taken

re.

enough and brave enough to raise the ad-

Staves, Tierce.
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00ft 3 50
Heading holts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave holts, softwood ....................... 3 50
for them. But the United Statss Senate
Stave bolts,hardwood .....................
4 00
Railroad ties, ................................
12 of to day contains a Morton; and no soon-

ments; Eighth street.

T>OONE A ALBERTI,

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

“

“

\7\AN DPR VEEN, E., Dealer

Taken Effect,Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

A.
10
9
8
8

is

cam

'produce the

was an able one, strange as the rapid rise of the nation.
setting forth plainly the losses which the In 1790 the rank and file of the army, as
country lias p hear under the present sys- fixed by Act of Congress, amounted to
companied

Apples, $ bnshel ...... ..........
Beans, W bushel ...................1 50
Butter, $lb .....................
Clover seed, $ bushel .............
Eggs, $ dozen ...................
Honey. $ lb .......................
18

n

Grand Rapida.
7 80
7 44
Grandvllle.
8 26
Allegan.
Otsego.
fl 41
9 19
Plainwell.
9 85
Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
9 50
A. X.
White Pigeon.
11 30
P.M.
Chicago.
t 6 80
P.M.
Toledo.
5 00
P. X.
Cleveland.
9 30
A.X.
Buffalo.
4 05

platforms and

not

Brittannica the following tribute to patriSecond— To create a corps of excise to
otism of our country (s found in the article
Kenyon’s Block hold office indefinitely, removableonly
for incapacity or malfeasance in office." on “Army," by Colonel Colley: The milThe speech with which Mr. Gordon ac itary history of the United States is as

All other trains dally excopt Sundays.
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff. Ac., Ac. In
Wood, Staves, Etc,
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago Vennema’s Brick Building.— See Advertisement.
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 3 00
time,' which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
Hardware.
green ...................
time.
beach. ‘dry ................... 2 00
TTAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware
*• green ..................
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th Hemlock Bark ........... ..........4 00ft 450
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R. street.
Stave*, pork, white oak, ............. ftlO 00

4 15
4 82
5 45
6 11
6 19
6 85
6 50
P.X.
8 30
A.X.
6.00
A X.
2 40
A. X.
7 05|
P. X
1 IS

view. But

needed

is

est offices
di-

amend

ft

“
flour and food.

STATIONS.

What

Tobacco, and especially—

Hay, N ton ..................... ft
Onions.$ bushel ..... > ..........

Provisions, etc. River street.

i

Fxpresa. Mail.
Ep. x.
A. X.

btire!"

form. We have hod enough of

present system of collecting the revenue

Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery,Hats and

WORKMAN a SONS, General Dealersin Dry
aps etc.;
VV Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps,

t Mixed trains.

RAPIDS

the

common in

paign promises will

quent enormous frauds" committed by

$ur parkts.

Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

* Daily except Saturday

ROM GR’ND

can explain
English system and the

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

10.35““ 12.10p.m. X Groceries, ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street.
8.30 p. in. 6.35 “ “
8.35““ * 9.15 p.m. VAN PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, in
Muskegon, Pentwatfr
& Big Rapids. 5.30

make the

.

•

Arrive at
Holland.

Holland.

Train*.

ness of this

“First— Whether it is advisableto so
the laws as to levy the whiskey tax
J^UURS EMA J. & CO., Dealers in Dry Goods, A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- directly upon the capacity of the fermentGroceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps, J\ kers. The oldest establlihmentin the city; ing tubs anj require it to he collectedin
Clothingand Feed; River street.
advance; and
Eighth street.

Chicago Sc Michigan Lake Shore R. R,

are to

There can he no doubt of the correct-

Gordon, Demo-

and governmentofficers, and

of

corruption so

olution settingforth the existence of “fre

Watcbei and Jewilry.

how we

are we to do this unless we

the purity

Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Qeneral Dealer*.

(or the

is responsible

party successes? What else

are hoping for an

cratic senator from Georgia, offered a res-

distillers

The

partite.

officers superior to the contingencies of

Dealer In Staves. Wood and recting the Finance Committee of the
Bark; office at hls residence, Eighth street.
Senate to inquire into the defects of the

Tobacco and Cigars.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand. 'pK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in

2Lil Roato.

How

Belknap

ANTERS, It..

TT"

all

render their future occurrenceimpossible.

which occurred in the United States Sen-

A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allegan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Machine.’’ Dealers in needles and attachmcnis.

T7LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand

who

question in not

scarcely more discouraging to those per-

ate a short time ago. , Mr.

men are

as

influence and ability to control

political

votes. I apply this to

Olvil Service.

fall of a public officer like

who

to sJtn a

opens. revenue collectors,Ac., because of their

improvement
in the administration
of our government
than is the reading of a debate like one

YT'ANTERS,

Orocerie*.

An Z

revenue service so long

rate our

Wardeclared agaim»t Mexico.

1780, Charleston surrendered to
the British.

The

i

appointed to the responsiblepositions of

1876, Centennial Exhibition

A Partisan

— AUDER

ruraiturs.

-

“Corruption will attend upon and satu-

1777, ContinentalCongress met in

12,

A. Schouten.City PUysiclan. Office at Dr.
Schouten & Meengs*
Meengs’ 1)
Drug Store,8ih Street.

ObstetriCj clan, Regulargraduated
grad uated j»i
*ml Licensed. OfMisses., Faihionablo Dressmakers. flee over Schouten & Meengs Drug Store, Bth st.
Rooms opposite the Post Office. Elgh/h street.
Saddler*.

eyes

their

from Senator Gordon which

frauds and corruptions, but

A.,
A., Surgeon,Physician

’

ies before us he says:

street.

D CHOUTEN, R.

Dreuoating.

1 T.

Gen. Taylor defeated Gen.

1846,

Dry

Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.

In a letter

11,

"If ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
ivl over E. Hebold’s Boot and Shoe Store,

II.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
H., & CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Eighth street.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
SevrtngHachiau.
changes.

tgr

10,

public square.

,r

day in their eager

tions.

com-

Philadelphia.

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

months.
8
5
................ 8
10
17
................. 25

9,

iee advertisement.

One equarouf tenlineB,(nonpareil,) 75 cents
r ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
6 x.

Surgeon and Physician.Office over

A.,

J EDEBOER. B. Physiclan_and

afull

^JOB PRINTINQ PBOMPTLTAHD MIATLT DON*.

to the necessitiesof the

Arista.

the store of G. Van Putten & Co., where he
can be found during the day and night.

12.00 pryeirla idmci.

8 x.

8, 1846,

Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

Publisher.

>

7, 1869, Union Pacific Railroad
pleted.

A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

'l*

1844, Native American riots con- desire to prevent a political opponent from
tinue.
obtaining any credit for hif good inten-

6,

FhjilolMi.

T>ROEK

D0E8BURG, Editor and

May

bth street.

Store,

Lf

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

0. J.

Sherman and Edmunds blinding
American HiitozioAl Snail.

Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug

Yf

^

'

couraging enough to fliyl senators like

Y17AL8H, H., Notary

Oragi tad ksflloUii.

•

CentennlaL

V

Mi

WBESL7 HBW8P4PEE,

4

. ,r

VAN

8CHELVBN, G,, Notary Public, Justice
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and quickly an immense

flow of water rushed through the cut,

also at reduced prices. Best Cheese. corruption ? The corruptionis an admitted which caved in heavily at both sides. The
Oranges and Lemons, Dates, Figs and fact— admitted in the coarts even by the new channel will shorten river navigation
Raisins, the very best.
/ G. J.
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informationthus given will be made the basis others seriously injured.... In the British par- standing his resignation at Secretary of War, and
Civilized Man vs. the Savages.
of an iramediate investigationby some officerliament, last week, a bill to remove the eleoto- that testimony be heard touching the exact place of
nf
R/wnnn
- --- -j
__
of Infernal
Internal Revenue.
In regard to the relativestrength of
rel disabilities of women was defeated— yeas said resignation.Senator Edmunds moved an
amendment that the managers and counselmay men in differentplaces, investigations
PaksiDrtrrGhaut, SecretariesBristow 152, nays 239.
discuss the questionwhether the issues of fact
and Jewell, and several other distinguished HoeiiLiras have actually begun between are material. The Senate, after consulta- snow that of twelve natives of Van Dietion, adopted an outer that they proceed meh’s Hand the mean strength of their
officials visited Baltimore one day last week, Guatemala and Salvador,the troops of the latfirstto beak and determinethe question qflurisdicfor ihe purpose of attending the wedding of *4 havin« bepn defeatednear the frontier. . tion, that the hearing.pfooeed on the 4th of May; arms was 50.6: of seventeen natives of
Mias Shoeu^ksr , daughter of S. M. Shoemaker, All the London journals support the position of that the ooeniog and ohtoo of the argnmentbe given Hew Holland it was 50.08, and of their
manager of the Adams Express Company, to tbsJBritish Governmentin tne Winslowex tra- to respondent;thst three counseland three mana- loins 10.2; of fifty-six natives of the
gers may be heard to such order as may be agreed
William O. Boylston.It was a very bnUiant dition .... A cable dispatch says the plague in
on between themselves, and that such time be al- island of Timor it was 5a?, and of their
affair.The bride received a vast number of Mesopotamia is increasing. Since the last re- lowed for argument as the managers and counsel
loins 11.6; of seventeen Frenchmen it
beautiful and costly presents, the total value of port there have been 553 new oases and 288 may desire. ,
was 69.2, and of their loins 15.2; and of
which is placed at $200,000.
deaths.... Queen Victoriaaccepts the title of
House.— The Speaker laid before the House the
Kilbourne, the contain aciouaVitneesrecent- “Empress of India.".... Spain has Just decisiohof Chief- Justioe Cartter,discharging from fourteen Englishmen it was 71.4, and of
shipped 2,000 soldiers for Cuba.
their loins 16.8. The causes of this
ly imprisoned by order of the House of Reprecustody HallettKilbourne. Referred...Tarbox
At
a
oonferenoi
recently
held
at Rome be- offereda resolution to regard to the Union Pacific weakness on the part of savages are sufsentatives,has been released on a writ of
railroad,which, it is claimed, had some reference to ficiently obvious in their poor and scanty
habeas corpus by Chief JusticeOartter, of the tween the representativesof the European
Bliine, as it directedthe JudiciaryCommittee
District Supreme court.
powers and the Cardinals, the latter an- to inquireinto the cirenmstances connected food, want of dothing and shelter, and
The Treasurybooks show that, at the end nounced that peace was impossibleunlees “ tbe with the purchase by the the Union Pacificrailroad the various comforts which tend to nourof $76,000 value of the bonda of the Little Rock
of April, the total contraction of the legal- spiritualindependence of the church” were ac- and Fort Smith railroad for $64,000. Uurlbut ob- ish and support the human frame.
knowledged.
...A
telegram
from
Athens
to
the
jected, and the resolution was withdrawn.... The Wherever man is found in a state of natender currency under the operations of the
London Times save although the Sublime Porte House, after another day’s discussion,passed the ture he is necessarily surroundedby
new Finance act was, in round numbers,nearhas been induced to abandon an immediate at- LegislattveAppropriationbill without any very
circumstances unfavorable to existence,
ly ISC, 000, 000.
tack on Montenegro, it will concentrate 30,000 material changes. 1 he chief feature of the day was
During the month of April the nationaldebt soldiersat Scutari and 50,000 in Herzegovina. the opposition made by Prof. Seelye to the incor- and certainly to physical development
poration of the transfer of the Indian Bureau to
and prowess— immense tracts of forest
was reduced $2,781,181. The followingis the Public opinion in Turkey is weary of diplomatic
interference.
The
Government’s
object
cover tne land, large masses of water
official statement :
seems to be only to gain time to assemble
stagnate on the earth, noxious and pesSix per cent bonds ....... | 984,990,660
forces and strike a terrible blow regardlessof the point of order....An amendment was made to
Five per cent bonds ...... 710,041,800
tilential
vapors remain unrelieved,feroconsequences.The situation is full of danger. rule 5, so as to provide for the appointment of a
The Government is exhausting its reeourcesin Speaker pro tern, for a period of ten days, instead cious and venomous animals have con
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NJfiWS

CONDENSED.

THE EAST.
Plymouth Chuboh has decided to

have the

Beecher scandal again investigated.

Barney Williams, the well-known comedian, died In New York, last week. He was a
native of Ireland, and was fifty-threeyears of

The widow of Moeher, who kidnaped
Charley Boss, has called on Westervelt, an accomplice in the flrime, now servingout a sentence in the Pennsylvania penitentiary, and
asked him to give some cine as to the fate of
the child. Westervelt protested his inability
to do so, declaringthat be engaged in the conspiracy merely in the hope of sharing the reward, bat had no knowledge of the whereabouts of the stolen boy at the time of Mosher’s
age....

Articles for exhibition at the National Cen-

.

.

Total coin bonds ..................
$1,695,041,450
of one day, as heretofore.
stantlytobe guarded against, and, o
warlike preparations,and declaresit can pay
Lawful money debt .......
14,000.000
Matured debt. ............ 8,414,270
Satubdai, April 29.— Senate.— Not in bob- course, the lack of means to efficiently
nobody.
fusion, by car-loadsand ship-loads,and the
Legal tenders.^ ..........870,596,088
A decree has been publiahed restoringsuf- sion.
combat these
other disadvantages
utmost exertionsare being made to get every- Certificatesof deposit .... 33,665,000
House.— The Farwell-LeMoynecontested election
Fractional currency ...... 40,860,039
frage
to the inhabitants of Alsace and Lorraine,
te.id to weaken the vital forces. Most
thing in order by the opening day.
Coin certificates .......... 27,975,700
case occupied the attention of the House, but no
of those who have traveled in barbarous
who, while under German rule, have elected
Gov. Bice, of Massachusetts,has vetoed the
decision wis reached.
climes unite in saying that they seldom
Total without interest .............. 478,098,277 to retain the French nationality.... Advices
bill to legalize the ifcarriage of James Parton,
Monday, May 1 — Senate. —Bout well introfrom Cape Coast Castle report that the King of
come across an old man; and the same
on grounds that the act is not within the conTotal debt. ......................$2,190,552,498 Dahomey has refused to pay th j fine recently duced a bill authorizing the Secretary of the Treascauses,
apart from violence, which tend
Total interest ......................
33,817,375
stitutionalpower of the Legislators
. A large
imposed on him for maltreatinga British sub- ury to renew the issue of fractional currency, proCash in Treasury :
reasonably exviding the total amount outstandingat any one to shorten life, may
number of the most important liqaor dealers
ject, and has sent an insolent meesage to the
Coht ......................
$77,605,428
time shall not exceed $50,000,000. Referred....
in New York city have been indicted for crookBritish .Commodore inviting him to visit The resolutions submitted by Hamlin on Friday, pected to diminish strength, a
Currency ................. 5,161.186
edness. The witneaeee in most of the oases
Specialdepositsheld for reDahomey, where
promises
pay to amend the rules in relationto the impeachment
are Chicago men.
demption of certificates
all the
In Colorado Carry
the demand
powder
bullets.... trial, so as to provide that the deliberationson the
of deposit ............. 33,665,000
The French have suppressed the Algerian in- questions submitted shall be In public, was disPistols!
James M. Fmb, a lad of 15 years, a member
cussed, but no action taken, and the impeachsurrection.
. A Mexican special says Gen. Diaz
of the family of Mr. Tyler Watts, living at
Total in Treasury ................116,431,615
She drew her pistol and attempted to
occupied Camargo unopposed. Narranje will ment trial was resumed. The ponding question was the motion of McDonald to rescind
Jamaica, L. L, deliberately hang himself last
I held both her arms firmly for
Debt less cash in the Treasury ......... $2,107,938,258 join him at Mier for the march on Monterey. the order agreed upon In the conference on
week, because, it is said, his patrimonyhad Decrease of debt during April ..........
2,781,181 A battle may be expectedat Paso de Los Mue'r- Friday, allowing the respondentto open and close a time, until my wife, seeing the strugbeen spent by an uncle.
Decrease since June 80. 1875 .......... 20,750.467 toe
Official advices mention an important arguments,etc., etc. Blair, of counsel for the re- gle
house,
Bonds Issued to the Paciflo Railway
victory obtained by the Turks under Muktahr spondent, spoke against the motion to rescind. Hoar,
Ariel F. Fifteld, registrar of the Water
into
her
buggy—
was
Companies,interest payable in lawful
Pacha, who has at length succeededin reliev- of the managers, spoke in favor of rescinding. He
Board of Cambridge,Maes., is declaredto be
money: Principal outstanding ...... $64,633,512 ing the military poets so long isolatedand claimed thst the managers had a right to close, and standing near the door — and drove rapInterestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,292,470
an embezzler in the sum of 18,000.
cited English precedents in support of his views. idly to where we were.
Interestjuid bj the United States ..... 30,141,513 threatenedby the insurgents.
On returning, the presiding officer stated that the
I let go her hands
jumped into
Interest repaid by transportation of
A boiler explosion on a ferryboatat Bingen, motion to rescind the vote by which the order of
mails, etc ........................... 6,787,472
argument
was made was overruled, and that the re- the buggy, when she fired a shot that
The Leavenworth (Kansas) Time* says: Balanceof interest paid by United
Germany, recently, killed thirty people ____
quest of the managers that four of them be allowed
States ..............................
2,335,384 Paris journalsays that before the end of May to address the Senate on the question of Jurisdiction passed behind the seat and lodged near
'‘The crops in this State look] fine. Unless
Keyes, whose
The President has declared that he will veto the Emperor of Russia will take the opportuni- had been granted. The Court of impeachment then the residence of E.
•otne very unusual event happens the wheat
ty of affirming that the peace of Europe must adjourneduntil Thursday,May 4.
little boy narrowly escaped being hurt
crop will be both the largest and the best ever the Consular and Diplomatic bill if sent to him
not be placed in doubt. The declaration will
House. —Holman offered a resolutionto suspend
the excitement the. driving lines
known in Kansas. In every direction broad in the shape it passed the House.
be made with such solemnity as to dispel all
the rules and repeal that portion of the Resump- got caught in the singletree, so that the
fields of wheat, green and luxuriant, meet the
distrusts.
tion act of Jan. 14. 1875, which provides that the
eye, and the farmers are jubiliact.’,
horse
a complete circle around
redemptionof legal-tendernotes In coin shall begin
Dangerous counterfeit five-dollar notes on
was standing,pistol
The professionalbase-ball season in the West
on the 1st of January, 1879. Rejected- 116 yeas to where this
the Merchants’ National bank of New Bedford,
111 nays— not two-thirds....Bills were introduced in
within a few feet of
was opened on the 25th of April by games at
and referred relatingto the punishment of witnesMass., are in circulation.They are so well
Tuesday, April 25.— /Senate.— The Senate alme she attempted to fire the second
Louisville between the Chicago and Louisville
ses adjudgedin contempt by either nouso of Conexecuted as to almost defy detection. Be on
most
unanlmouily
refused
to
recede
from
its
gress,
and
to
repeal
the
law
which
Requires
the
time, but the pistol did not go off.
dubs— score, 4 to 0 in favor of Chicago— and at your guard. . .•Chicago, St Louis and Milwaudrove to the house and she folCincinnati between the St. Louis and Cincin- kee have no monopolyof the whisky war. In amendmentsto the Consular and Diplomatic Ap- Speaker to certify the case of a recusant witness to
the District-attorneyfor criminalprosecution....
nati, the Porkopolitanswinning a ball from the various SouthernStates a great contest has propriation bill, and asked for a committeeof conlowed, but my son, taking in the situaference. Sargent, Frelighuysenand Withers were Hale moved to suspend the rules and adopt a resoMound City chape by a score of 2 to 1.
been waged by the nationalauthorities against appointed as such committee.... The Senate lution directing the severalcommittees of the tion, stopped her at the gate.
put
thieving revenue insisted on Its amendments to the Doflcieney House charged with investigationsto conduct such
William McKee, one of the proprietorsof “crooked" distillers
her
pistol
in
his
face,
as
ho
hapofficers,but so silently as to have attracted but Appropriation
bill, and agreed to the conference investigationswith open doors while the testimony
the 8t Louis Globe-Democrat, recentlyconshe
little general attention. Last week the re- asked for by the House.... The Chair announced is being taken. Rejected—yeas, 126 ; nays, 105— pened to have a revolver with
victed of conspiracyto defraud the revenue in sults of the campaign in South Carolina were McMillan as a member of the special committeeto not two- thirds in the affirmative .... Morrison moved concluded not to shoot.
to suspendthe rules and adopt a resolution directconnectionwith the whisky ring, was last week shown by the sentencing of twenty-four dis- inquire into the circumstancesattendingthe late ing the several committeesof the House charged
I drove the horse to the stable, and
election In Mississippi, In place of Oglesby, exsentenced to two years’ imprisonmentin jail, tillers convicted of fraud. They were sen- cused....The Senate then resumed consideration with investigationsto conduct such investigations
wife went through the house and
and to pay a fine of $10,000. AU the convicted tenced to the Albany penitentiaryfor terms of the bill to amend the law relating to the legal with open doors, except in the opinion of such
opened the front door, where her pistol
committee
public
interest
will
be
prejudiced
whisky-thieves at Bt. Louis have now been averaging two years each.
tender of silver coin, and Jones (Nev.) concluded
thereby, but any person accused before a committee got entangled in the sleeve of her dress
sentenced.
Prof. Blake, known throughout the country his argument.
shall have the right to be heard in his own person,
House.— The Districtof ColumbiaTax bill, as or by counsel, or both. The rules were suspended, and went off merely by accident. This
The representativebase-balldubs of Chi- as a mind-reader, committed suicide in San
is the only shot that was fired at the
cago and Louisvillehad a second meeting in Francisco the other day.... The Centennial amended by Neal’s substitute,providing a tax of and the resolution adopted without a division....
one and one-half per cent, on all property, real and Hoskins moved to suspendthe rules and adopt a res- house.— itocZ# Mountain Herald.
the latter dty on the 27th ult., and resultedin Commissioners,
after having considered the personal, was passed .... Lawrence, from the Ju- olution instructing the various committees charged
another severe defeat of the SontherDere by a question in all its bearings, and being unwilling diciaryCommittee,submitted a report in relation to with the investigationof alleged frauds and misconManufacture
American Silks.
score of 10 to 0. On the same day Bt. Louis to offend the religious sentiment of Philadel- tbe Pacific railroads, proposing a bill to require them duct to complete the same as early as possible,and
make report thereonon or before the 10th of
again succumbedto the superiorball powers of phia, have decided
close the Expo- to create a sinking fund, and to pay at maturity the to
At the annual meeting of the Silk Asprincipal and interest of the subsidy bonds is- June next, except where otherwiseexpressly proCincinnati, her pet dub coming out at the lit- sition grounds on Sundays. They have also
sociation of America, held in
York
sued to them by the Government. Ordered printed. vided by the House. Rejected—yeas, 84; nays, 126.
tle end of the horn. Score, 5 to
There is determined that no spirituousor malt liquors ....The House then went into committeeof tbe Tbe Speaker announced the appointment of a
city last week, reports were read showwailing and gnashing of teeth in Louisville and shall be sold on the grounds .... A correspondent whole, with Mr. Oox in the chair,on the Legislative select committeeto investigate the Federal offices
Bt Louis, and a corresponding degree of re- of the New York Tribun* gives what purports and Executive Appropriation bill . .Lord, chairman in New Orleans as follows : Gibson, Blackburn. ing that the American silk manufacturj Dicing in Chicago and Cincinnati.
to be the details of a story to the effect that of the impeachment managers,presented a rejoin- New, Vance of Ohio, Stevenson, James B. Reilly of ers are prospering,and rapidly meeting
der to the demurrer filed by W. W. Belknap. The Pennsylvania,Foster, Crapo, and Darrall,The
The supplies at the Red Cloud and Spotted WilKes^j^oothmade an attempt to take the life paper was read and adopted,and the Clerk ordered to Speaker laid before the House a communication the demands of home consumption.
of PresidentLincoln at the time of his second
from HallettKilbournestating that he was now will- total value of American silk goods manufile it with the Secretary of the Senate
. The House
Tail Agencies are exhausted,and the Indians
inauguration,and that J. W. Westfall, a Capitol
then resumed consideration of the General Appro- ing to appear before the House or committee,and facturedin 1875 was $27,158,071;Amerare reported to be on the verge of starvation.
policeman, saved his life.
answer fully all intorrogatoriesin regard
priationbill.
to the so-calledreal-estatepool In which ican silk ribbons manufactured were
Gov. Thayer, of Wyoming, has arrived at
The General conference of the Methodist
Wednmday, April 26.— Senate.— Morrill (Vt.) Kilbourne and Latta,
himself, are or valued at $4,807,985,and the value of
Omaha, Neb., to confer with Gen. Crook rda- Episcopal church is in session in Baltimore.
.
addressed the Senate In support of the bill to es- •have been in any way connected. The commuimported silk ribbons was only $2,984,tive to military protectionto be affordedto the Assurance is given by Dr. Linderman, Director tablish an educationalfund.... A resolution was nication was laid on the table .... Blaine made a personal
explanation
in
regard
to newspaperarticles 271. American manufacturers of sewingBlack Hills stage line. The General has prom- of the Mint, that there need be no apprehen- offered by Sargeut, and adopted,calling on the
reflectingupon him in the matter of certain bonds silks and twist are stated to be compete
ised all the protection possible,and an order sion of a scarcity of silver coin, as there has Secretary of tbe Treasury for a statement of the of the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company. ... He said,
number of revenueagents, their compensationand
ha# been issued to that effect.... Trials of been issued but $1,500,000under the Substitu- expenses;whetiier any of them hare received any in conclusion,that he should not make any further ing successfully with the English manuthe parties indicted for connection with tion act, while the Treasury Department has on compensationin the nature of special awards, and statements al/out anything which might be invented facturersin the Canadian market.
Mountain
massacre will hand about $14,000,000,and the mint coinage if so, by what authority of law, and whetherany of and circulated concerning him, and that the ex- marked feature of the increasedactivity
shortly commence again at Beaver, Utah.... will supply from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000per them are under the direction of any officernot a planation of to-day concludes his answers to all
charges....Leave of absence for ten days was in the silk trade of Paterson, N. J., last
George W. Deitz, a Western vetrran, 70 years month from this time fortn. It will be neces- subordinate of the Treasury department.
granted to Speaker Kerr.
year, has been the immigrationof a
of age, started last week from New Albany, sary, however, before the $14,000,000of silver
Howtt, Tbe Speaker appointed the following
number of so-called master silk- weavers
Ind., to walk to Philadelphia,to attend the coin reserve can be made available for circula- conferencecommittees: On the Deficiency bill,
Centennial Exposition. He was escorted from tion, that Congress authorize its exchange for Wells, Atkins and Hale; on the Consular and DipCountrj.
from France and
These
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Dom Pedros

the Court-house to the eastern bouudary of
the city by a laive concourse of citizens,headed

England.

men

own

bill, Singleton, Randall and
legal-tenders, these, in turn, to be exchanged lomatic Appropriation
several looms, which
All intelligent travelers
have vis- individually
for fractional currency,and the latterto bo de- Waldron.... An inquiry was directed into the
instances they have brought
by a braes baud.
charges that the Clerk of the House and his subor- ited Brazil speak in the most glowing in
stroyed. A propoeitionto this effect has been
They carry
weaving at
dinates were lobbying againstreduction In the terms of the country. Prof. Agassiz re- with
SOUTH.
introducedand will probably be adopted.
LegislativeAppropriation bill.... A resolution was
their homes, one or more rooms being
garded
it
as
the
most
productive
and
inBelieving he has no power to appoint a
adopted authorizing the appointmentof a select
POLITICAL.
committeeto investigatethe conduct and manage- teresting country on the globe, and the fitted up for that purpose.
Senator where the vacancy arises from failure
Hon. E. B. Washburns, United States Minment of the Custom-house and other Government
of the Legislature to elect, Gov. Kellogg, of ister to Paris, whose name has been prominent- offices at New Orleans....Wells, from the Confer- one in which it is easiest to obtain a live210,000 persons have been
lihood. Some . who have sailed up the
Louisiana,will not designatea man to fill the ly mentioned in connection with the governor- ence Committeeon the Deficiency bill, made a readmitted
since
last Easter to the Lonport recommending that the Senate recede from
declare that a vessel can be
place that Pinchback did not get in the Senate
shin of Illinois, telegraphs to his friends in three of its amendments, and that the House condon Tower free of charge, not a single
loaded
with
Brazil
nuts
at
an
expense
of
at this session. The vacancy will be left for
Chicago that he would be compelled to decline cur In three others of Itsamendmehts. Adopted ....
article in the great national collection
the Louisiana Legislatureto fill next winter.
Resolutions were offered by Banning and KandalL of only a few cents per bushel. These
absolutelythe nomination.
calling for informationas to the sale of com- constitute
valuable article of com- has been lost or damaged.
The Massachusetts Republicafiaheld their missary articles, and as to the amount of post funds
merce, while the oil extracted from them
In response to a note from the Chairmanof State convention at Boston last week. Resolu- at the Military Academy at West Point. Adopted.
.... The LegislativeAppropriation bill was debated.
is very desirable. All the tropical fruits
the House Committee on Expenditures in the tions approving the energy and courage of ....Lapham introduceda resolutionproposing an
YORK.
War Department to produce certainpapers SecretaryBristow and associatingthe name of amendment to the Constitution, providingthat are produced in Brazil almost without
soil
parts Beeves ............................
$9 00 @11 0(]
needed in the pending inquiry, Secretary Mr. Blaine with the office of President were whenever an appropriation bill is passed by Con- cultivation.
and Is presentedto the President for his sig- the country will produce twenty succes- Hoos— Dressed ........... . ........ u 50 @10 00
Bristow informs the committee that an tabled. A resolution was unanimously adopted gress,
nature, he may withhold his approval from any
Cotton ......... ........ ...... ... 12
12
executive order
issued pro- that the delegateeto the National convention particularItem in the bill, statinghis reason for so sive crops of cotton, tobacco,or sugar- Floue— Superfine Western ........ 4 10 @ 4 50
hibiting the removal
original papers be unpledged, but requiring them to work and doing.
cane, without the application of manure. Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 24 ® ] 26
from the files
his department, and vote for those candidateswhose charactergive
62
Thursday,April 21. -Senate.- A. large au- No country in the world approaches the 6obn .............................. 61
Oath .............................. 47
52
nenoe he declines to comply with the commitunquestionableassurancethat they will be faith- dience was presentin the galleriesto witness the
land
ot
Pedro
in
the
variety
of
its
Rye ..............................
84
85
tee* request. Postmaster-general Jewell has ful and zealous to maintain the equal rights of im
impeachmentproceedings. The managers ap- forest productions. Prof. Agassiz states Fob k— New Mess ........... ..... 21 00 <a21 60
made a similar response to the committee’s de- all ; to bring about the resumption of specie nP
13J,'® 18
mand for papers In the Poetofllce department paymenta at a date not later than that already m,(area snorily before 1 o’clock, and the proceed- that he saw 117 different kinds of valu- LABD-Steam ......................
CHICAGO.
were st once begun by reading the minutes of
. .The House Committee on
Territories has fixed by law, and to effect a thorough and redi- ings
tin
Beevxh—
Choice
Graded
Steers
.....
6
40
@ U 65
the last session. This was foUowed by the reading able woods that were cut from a piece of
agreed to report favorably on two of the moet cal reform of the civil service, to the end that
Choice Natives ........... 4 90 @ 5 25
of the answers filed by the managers and counsel land not half a mile square. They repCows and Hellers ........ 3 25 @ 4 00
I!^25^lhat htTe b««n BQbmitted the administration of public affairs may be for tne defense daring the interim, as to the ques- resented almost every variety of color,
Good Seoond-class Steers. 4 60 @ 4 75
to it : The esmbljahment of a Territorial Gov- oharacterized
efficiency,economy, and tion af jurisdiction. Mr. Lord submitted a moMedium to Fair
..... 4 25 @ 4 66
mwnsnt io the Indian country, and an en- parity. It is claimed that a large majority of tion that the evidence relating to the question of and many of them were capable of reHooB-Live ........................7 00 @ 7 50
Jurisdictionof the Senate be given before the arguceiving
high polish.
tree fur- Floub— Fancy White Winter ...... 7 25 @ 8 25
the delegation to Cincinnati,which is headed
ment relating thereto, and
such plea
by.R, H. Dana, Jr., will support Bristow first,'
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 @ 5 75
overruled,that
defendant be nishes wax that is used for candles ; anThe President,in conversation with a gen- last and all the time.... The California dele- required
articles of other a pith which is used for food, and Wheat-No. 1 Spring ..............1 12 @ 1 12
No. 2 Spring ..............
99
tleman the other day, told the true story of the gates to the CincinnatiConvention are unin- impeachment within two days, and the House’s restill another yields a juice which is used
No. 8 Spring ..............89
90
if they deem it ndoessary, within two days, and
madman who has recently giyeD Bnch romantic utructed, but are said to be favorableto Blaine. ply,
45
that the trial proceed the next day after the in the place
intoxicating liquor. Cobn— No. 3 ....................... 45
teetiinonyb^forethe Committee on Expendi- The Democrats of Oregon have renominated Joining of the Issne. Mr. Carpenter, of the counsel
Oats— No. 2 ............. ..........
80
L. F. Lane for Congress.
I ’here is a single variety of palm from
Rye-No. 2 .............. .........
62
tures ^ the Interior Department. The Presit5ltrlal
Postponed which the natives obtain food, drink, Babley— No. 2 ...................61
The Chicago Journal says : “An old polit- tiH the first Monday of December next, and asked
dent says he was conscious for manv weeks
88
..... 30
that he was being shadowed ; that he coXd ical stager, who is pretty good at guessing, that the time for discussing this motion be fixed clothing, bedding, cordage, fishing- BuTTEB-Fancy ...............
Eoos— Fresh ..... .................
11
11
at
two
honrs
for
each
side.
The
request
never leave tbe White-housewithout finding wishes us to place on record the prediction that
tackle, medicine, and the material they Pobk-Mcbs ........................
20 60 @20 71
was granted, forty-eightto thirteen,and Mr. Blair
the maniac turn upon him at some street con
Laud
............................
12
15
addressed the Senate in favor of the motion The manufactureinto dweUings, weapons,
ner, and glower upon him with his roaming the Republican candidate for President will bo Senate then at 8 o’clock retired for consultation
ST. LOUIS.
harpoons,
musical instruments. Wheat-No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 37 @ 1 3f
eyes; that the espoinage became intolerable, either Bristow or Washburns, and that the and returned to the Senate Chamber at half-past
Cobn-No. 2 .................... 44
44
and the President one day stopped the man Democrate will nominate either Tiiden or 4, when the presiding officerannounced that the Doubtless the day is not distant
vriil see.".... The motion on the part of the defendant was denied
3!
and told him that he must cease, or he would Judge David Davis.
the valuable woods of Brazil will be used Oath— No. 2 ........................ 33
Bye-No. 2 ...... .................
67
6*
have him arrested. It did not cease, and the New York DemocraticState convention pro- The managers then submitted a proposition to co
•••..22 75 @22 25
on with the hearing, take all the testimony and then for various useful and ornamental pur- PoBK—MeBt!.
President in his walks carried a cane. Hie nounced for Tiiden for President. Senator
Labd ................
. .............
12
qao*tloM of J “ruction and guilt poses. Brazil is not only “a wooden Boon ...............
madman still continued to haunt the White- Keruan, Lieut-Gov, Doreheimer, Congressman atthe close
6 75 @ 7 6C
newitt,
and
Henry
C.
Murphy
were
appointed
country,”
but
a
country
that
produces
house grounds and the streets, and was finally
Cattle ............................
3 00 @ 5 2<i
flow*. -Morrison reported back the Senate
delegatesat large to St Louis.... 'Ihe Arkan-
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the most beautiful woods in the world.
taken to the asylum. Hs was subsequently
released and sent to Ireland, and it was not aas Republicans expressed a warm preference amendment to the Houad bill defining the tax on
Keeping the Hands Smooth.
known that
had returned until for Morton for President,but left their dele- fermentedor malt liquor*.This amendment adds
a proviso that nothing in the act ahall change the
he appeared before the committee... gates to Cincinnati nntrammeled,
A
writer in the American Chrocer says
present rules of the law respecting the evidence in
FOREIGN.
The House Pacific Railroad Committeehave
any prosecution or suit. The amendmentwas con- that glycerine is not used in the right
agreed to report favorably on the Senate bill
Lieut. Com. Johnson, commanding the
way. She asserts that to preserve the
e^ding for tenyewa the time for the con-

he

MILWAUKEE.

09 @ 1 09
No. 2
01 @ 1 M
Cobn-No. 2 .......................
49X(| fiO
Oats— No. ............... ........ 31
31
Wheat-No.

1

.................... 1
................... 1

2

.

CINCINNATI.
smoothness and softness of the hands, Wheat ............................1 05 @ 1 25
Corn ................. ......... 47
49
keep a small bottle of glycerinenear the OATS .............................. 37
43
75
place where you habitually wash them, Rye ................................ 72
Pome-Mess .......
..............
22 00 @22 60
and whenever you have finishedwashing, and before wiping them, pnt one or
...............TOLEDO.
13
^ 37)tf@ l 88
two diops of glycerine on the wet palm Wheat— Extra ....................
Amber .....
......... 1 23 @ 1 23
and rub the hands as thoroughly with it Corn.. ......................... . 51
61
..................
8S¥@ 41
as if it weie soap, then dryjightly with Oats-No. 2.
EAST LIBER IT, PA.
the ca80 a towel. Household work and bad Hoos— Yorkers .....................7 50 @ 7 75
out while the actors were dressingfor the play, prepare their aide.
weather will not prevent your akin from
Fhlladelphias............... 8 00 @ 8 25
and before the public was admitted.About a Senator Conkllngmoved an order that the court
5 no @ 6 76
be treated as strictly confidential.The
hear the argumentsand determineat once whether being smooth and soft, if thin plan of Cattle— Best,... ...........
dozen actors were burned to death, and several
Medium ................. 4 90 @ 5 30
the accused is amenable to impeachment,notwithusing glycerine is followed.
Sheep ..............................
4 25 @ 5 55

United States naval forces

on

the Rio
act of the loth of May, 1873, to promote the develGtande, telegraphs to the Navy Department
opment of mining reaoorcee....TheLegislative
upon distilledspirits,and the prompt punish- that all reports of forced loans on foreignmer- Appropriation bill was debated.
ment of persons engiged in defrauding the chants at New Laredo, Mexico, are untnie.
Friday, April 28. — Senate. — When the imIt is reported from Algeria that the insur- peachment court met, Mr. Carpenter,counselfor
gents are hemmed lu by the French foroes, and the defendant,asked that a postpoument be
must surrender or suffer extermination. U.. grantedfor two jreeks, at which time they will be
toproceed. Manager Lord opposedthe grantThe Theater des Arts, at Rouen, France, was ready
ing of the request,maintaining that ample time had
recentivdestroyed by fire. The flames broke been afforded to the defendant’s counsel to
p,lcifio railroad....
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.

pound for them as they come from the water.

at

a time there was

not

a serious esse of aick-

PASSING EVENTS.

This representsthe snug little sum of $9,250
East Saginaw

Tot

is to

hive a Board of Trade.

L’Anse Newt says the big Huron Bay

slate quarry is to be worked again this year.

The United States Senate has

Bridgeport, Saginaw oouuty, last week. For

Ex-Gov. Archibald Dixon, '' of Ken“ There his been but one case of pneumonia
that did not result directly from whooping- tucky, died recently at his residencein
cough or measles, and, with two exceptions, Henderson, in that State, after an illness

some time a feud has existed between two fam-

a

per week."

confirmed

There was

a

rather serious shootingaffray at

think, all the oases of pneumoniahare re-

named Littlejohnand Thomas, the latter sulted from a combination In the same person
colored. One morning William Thomas took of both diseases, a complicationwhich, I have
Attorney for Utah.
a shot-gun and went out to shoot blackbirds. been led to soppoee, all physiciansregard as
Mb. Frank Mathews has commenced the
Passing a field where four of the Littlejohn s very dangerous one, snd productiveof sepublicationat Houghton Lake of a weekly
brothers were at work, some words ensued and vere lung diseases,especiallyin the winter
paper called the Boecommon Pioneer.
/
in the heat of the moment Thomas discharged
The planing mill of Pearl Turner, at Green- the gun, the charge taking effect in the face
“Both of these disoasoe were imported.
ville, was burned a few nights since. It was
and head of Lewis Littlejohn. Thomas gave Whooping-coughwas introduced by two brothvalued at $6,000 ; no insurance.
himself up and was brought to East Saginaw ers, both of whom, it now appears, had been
coughing for some time before they came to
Howard City is at present the western and lodged in jail. »
terminus of the Detroit, Lansing and Lake
Hine of the Lowell Journal has receiveda the school, and I have been recently informed
Michigan railroad. It numbers about 1,100 in- letter, as P. M., addressed as follows, from by the mother, that another brother, who reSumner Howard,

of Flint, Mich., United States

ilies

of many weeks. He succeeded Henry
Clay in the United States Senate in 1052,
and was for many years distingnisedin
State and national polities. He was
seventy-fouryears old and had lived in
Henderson sinoe 1805.

Postmastbr- General Jewsll will figure as Connecticut’s“favorite son ” in
the Cincinnaticonvention.At a meeting of the State delegation in New
Fire Insurance.
Haven eight out of the twelve delegates
were present, and letters were received
The annual conventionof the National
from three others. Ten were in favor Board of Fire Underwriters was held in
of Mr. Jewell, one, Gen. Hawley, trasin New York city last week. The princimained at home, died with it shortly after these favor of Bristow, and the. preference of pal companiesof the United States and
two entered the school.
the other is unknown.
Great Britain were represented.The
“In a school of 240 children, gathered, as
And now it is announced that the At- Treasurer'sreport for the year showed
many of these are, from vicious homes, where lantic and Pacific Telegraphcompany is the receipts to be $184,000, and the exthe laws of health have long been ignored, !t is about to extend their lines through Rich- penditures$188,000. President Oakley
to be presumed that there would be quite a mond to the South and West as far as delivered the annual address. The capnumber more or less diseased, having constitu- New Orleans. If this company will ab- ital employed the past year was $55,000,-

season.

habitants.

Boulder, Colorado

.

The boarding-houseof Ole Varnias, at]Manismorning last week, and was

tee, took fire one

burned to the ground, with barn and ice-house.
Loss, $2,000 ; fully insured.

Catherine Reardon died

at Birch Run, Sag-

:

Now, Uncle Bam, you can’t do better
Than to burry up and take thin letter,
Just aa faat and quick aa you can,
To its destinationin Michigan.
It must be aent to Lowell straight ;
County of Kent, above a&med State.

inaw county, a few days since, aged one hun-

To I. D. Morris, please deliver ;

dred and four years and three months. She
came to that county from Ireland in 1825.

He'll

Julius Kittman, a Detroit druggist, has absconded, and his store has been taken posses-

by his creditors. The circumstances
indicate that there is a woman in the case.

sion of

This will be done all fair and square
For our old pard. is P. M. there.
State

Board of Equalization,which

suob stain from consolidation,And keep their
diseases as we have had during the past win- rates down, they will be able to perform
ter. And such is the fact A boy brought to most beneficial service for the public,
and will deserve all the patronage the
the school in January had consumption, and
communtity
can give them.
was among the nnmber of those who died in'
tions incapableof resisting the attacks of

take it quick and thank the giver.

You need not keep it as a hostage ;
If the etamp don’t stick he’ll pay the postage.

The

oration of the statesman, they more
comprehend the meaning of the
text, and constantly analyze its construction with accuracy. 5. They write better compositions,using better language,
containingmore theughts, more clearly
aud more correctly expressed. 6. Those
young men who have for years been
readers of newspaper*are always taking
the lead in debating societies,exhibiting
more extensiveknowledge upon a greater
variety of subjects, and expressingtheir
views with greater fluency, clearness,
and correctness.
readily

March. A

girl who is

now

in the hospital, and

Boston has allowed

its ancient land-

is

000, an increase 01 $2,000,000 over 1874.

The dividend on this oapital averaged
1-15 per oent The total amount of
premiums received during 1875 by the
American companies was $50,000,000,

132

and by foreign companies $11,000,000,a
decrease of 1 70-100 per cent, aa compared with 1874. The lossee for the year
past were $28,000,000, and the increase
m the amount of risks assumed daring
1875 is $290,000,000. The loss rate dur-

marks to be obliteratedin a fashion unworthy of the Goths and Vandals. John
The Marshall Statesmanthinks that “thou- tary of State, Auditor-general,State Treasurer says she has bad a lung difficultyfor about two
Hancock’s house has already been torn
years, and has been under a physician’s care a
sands in these parts have given up going to
and the Commissioner of the Land Office, will
down and the site coverea with resilarge part of the time during that period. Other
the Centennial because fare is not down to onehold its sixth quinquenriialsession at Lansing
dences. The Old South church was
half on railroads.” The Statesman thinks on the third Monday of August, 1876, and will similar cases might be mentioned.
turned into a postoffice, and its parish ing the past year steadily increased, and
“ Measles and whooping-coughare passing
three-fourthsis not much of a reduction.
then equalize the various county assessments,
will sell it and it will be torn down. remunerative rates should be adhered to.
The report of the Committee on Inaway, and the health of the school is rapidly
The Old Province house, the residence
A colored man of Marshall,named Charles and thus establish the basis for the apportioncendiarism and Arson shows that during
improving.”’
of the Colonial Governor, is a lager beer
Logan, attempted to pass a forged check of ment of the State taxation for the next five
Detroit Prices Current.
saloon. Faneuil hall, in its lower part, the past year at least thirty-fiveper cent,
$1,000 on the MarshallNational bank last years. The various Boards of Supervisorswill
of the number of fires were caused by
$ 3 20 (R 4 25
is a meat market The “ cradle of libTuesday. The forgery was immediately dis- meet on the second Monday of June and equal- Applefl, por brl ...................
incendiaries, while fully fifty-five per
Beans, per bu .....................
45 ($ 75
erty” will soon go to the second-hand
covered, but the forger made his escape,and ize their county assessment roll for the consid- Beeswax,per ...................27 (<$ 31
oent. of the property destroyed was lost
furnituredealers.
Butter, per ....................16 (£ 23
is still at large.
eration of the State Board, and appoint nome
by the same cause. The report reoomCabbage, per 100 ................. 2 00 @ 8 00
Dom Pedro played a practical joke on meufis offering rewards for the arrest
Mb. W. 8. Georoe, ef the Lansing Republi- one person to representthem before the latter Clover seed, per bu ..............9 50 (R 9 75
Calves, each .............
8
8 60
the people of San Francisco. They and conviction of incendiaries. The
can. is making a tour of the Southern States body.
Carrots,per bu ...................
18
20)4
had organized a grand receptionfor the fires for the year were 8,946, and were
Stone -setting was resumed on the new Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs ......... 8 40 (4 8 60
for the double purpose of benefiting his health
Live chickens ....................
CO (4 85
distinguished foreigner, and employed caused as follows:: Defects, 868 ;
Capitol
on
Monday
last.
The
work
of
furring
and getting a personalinsight into the political
Dressed chickens, per lb .......... 14 (4 15
a brass band to enliven the occasion. matches, 214 ; spontaneous, 100 ; acciand
lathing
has
been
progressing
all
the
winter
Dressed
turkeys,
per
lb
...........
15
(4
16
outlook down there. He expectsto te absent
Dried apples,per lb .............. 8 (4 8)4 When the regular train arrived, the dental, 517 ; carelessness, 777 ; miscellaand spring quite favorably. Some of the workfour or five weeks.
Eggs, per doz .....................
12
13
crowd surrounded the car in which the neous, 843 ; unknown, 461 ; incendiary
At Manistee, one day last week, a German men engaged in that are now in the third story. Hay, prime, per ion ...............12 00 (417 00
Emperor was supposed to be, the band and supposed incendiary, 898 ; petroHides,
per
lb .................
5
<4
5
A great part of the material for heating the
named Hirsch had his left side torn out in a
Honey, per lb ....................
17
21
began to play, and the people shouted leum in all its forms, 808. Defective
edifices,from the Walworth Company, of Bos- Hops, per lb ......................8 (4 11
fearful manner, while working around a saw
themselves hoarse. But lo ! when a few flues and foul chimneys cause daily fires.
ton, has been received during the winter, in- Lambs, each ...................... 1 50 (4 3 25
prominent citizens entered the car, Dom
in the mill of Engelmann, Babcock A Sailing,
Lard, per lb .......................
14 (4 15
The report of the Gommittee on Fire
cluding large iron tanks for feeding the boilers Onions, per bu ....................
18 (4 20
Peclro was not there. He had chartered Department, Fire Patrol and Water
by a board thrown from the revolvingsaw. It
with water by hydraulicpressure. Some mem- Potatoes,per bu ..................18 (4 25
a locomotive at Pleasanton,about forty Supply recommended the establishment
is impossiblefor him to survive.
Tallow, per lb .....................7 (4 8
bers of the Board have been East inspecting Turnips, per bu ...................
15 (4 18
miles from San Francisco, and had of fire patrols in every city, and that they
The New England Salt Works, at East Sagi3 00 (4 6 00
public buildingsas to the best system of call- Wood, per cord ..................
reached the city in advance of the regu- Should be partly sustained and supportWool, per lb ......................
25 (4 31
naw, were set on fire by an incendiaryon Sunbells and the most convenient way of lighting Rye, per bu .......................
lar train. While his reception was go- ed by the cities where they are located.
68 <4 70
day of last week and totally destroyed. They
ing on he was at the hotel laughing, no New York city had uot got sufficient
thegas-jots.The present season will show Barley, per cental ................160 (4 1 80
Oat\perbu ..................... 36 (4 37
were entirely rebuilt within the past year, and
doubt, at the success of his ruse.
the edifice so nearly completedthat visitors Corn, per bu ......................
50
65
water supply for its protection in case of
were about to commence the manufactureof
Wheat, white, per bu .............. 1 13 (4 1 27
can get a just appreciationof its merits.
emergeaoy. Chicago was creditedwith
The
United
States
Supreme
court,
in
Wheat, amber, per bu ............1 10 (4 1 22
salt. They were owned bv John Gamble.
Saginaw Courier: While Frank E. Gravier,
rendering a decision in the case of laving the best fire department
Loss, $7,000.
A resolution was adopted conden Jiing
Walker vs. Suivant,to recover for rea lad of sixteen years, well known in Saginaw,
Phrenologlzinga Minister In Texas.
The funeral of Mrs. Zillah Willmore, aged
the
law requiring companies to deposit
fusing refreshments to defendant, apwho now resides at the residence of Marvil
103, was attended at Jackson, a few days since.
A
blind phrenologistlectured the pealed from Louisiana, reaffirmsthat certain sums with the State aa security
Secord,in Gladwin county, was taking a stroll
Mrs. Willmore was born in England, and some
other night at the Christian church. articleseven of the constitution, provid- for policy-holders.
through the woods Friday with his gun, he acThere was a large crowd of ladies and ing that in suits at common law, whore
time before her death stated that she distinctly
Petroleum as a lubricator was considcidentally ran across a very large bear, who, on
gentlemen present. At the close of the the value in controversyshall not exceed ered dangerous and the cause of many
remoraberedof troops returningfrom' the
perceiving Frank, reared np on bis haunches
lecture a committee was appointed to $20, the right of trial by jury shall be fires.
American revolution to their hrmes in the
and boldly faced bim as if to show battle. select candidates for examination.The
neighborhood where she
preserved,relates only to trials in FedPlanet- Hunting.
Nothing daunted, Frank quickly took deliber- lucky man was Dr. Felix Johnson, Cumeral courts, and say that the States, so
The KalamazooTelegraph says : “A side- ate aim aud fired,and bruin fell to the gifapnd
Prof. Watson, of the Michigan uniberland Presbyterianpastor of this city. far as this amendment is concerned, are
wheel steamer of 42-foot beam passed through
with a bullet through his brain. On his re- The blind man of science proceeded to
versity, and Prof. Peters, of Hamilton
left to regulate trials in their own courts
here yesterday afternoon on two trucks drawn
turning home and reportingbis success, a say that the doctor was very fond of the in their own way. A trial by junr in college, have not yet finished their
by six horses. It was built in the town of
team was at once started to bring in the bear. fair sex— in fact—, as Josephus said of suits at common law pending in the State great planet-shooting match, in which
Wayland, 40 miles north of here. The boat
It was found to weigh about 500 pounds. It Solomon, “immoderatelyfond of
courts is not, therefore, a privilege or they are engaged for the belt (Orion’s)
was on its way to Goguao lake, the famous
and the championship of the globe.
hftd a large white spot on its breast, being the women ; ” that if his wife were to die immunity of national citizenship, which
resort south of Battle Creek."
They challenge the world to compete.
third bear of that kind ever killed in this part he would lose no time in looking out for States are forbidden by the Fourteenth
At the meeting of the Board of Directorsof
We do not know exactly how the score
another
;
that he had a splendid appe- amundmeut to abridge.
of the State.
stands at present, but, as a matter of
the Mecosta County Agriculturaland Mechantite, loved good eating, and liked to
In the ejectment suit of the St. Clair BrothThe nnmber of plans for ’completing State pride, we are bound to say that it
“dine out,” and was sure to make it
ical society, held in Big Rapids recently, a list
ers vs. the Republic Iron Company, which has
understood that when he did that Dr. the Washington monument has been in- has ceased to be on affair of skill with
of premiums to be offered at the next annual
been pending in the Circuit court at Marquette
Johnson was there, etc. Some one in creased by a plan suggested by Mr. Prof. Watson. His reputation is now
fair was agreed upon. The board adjourned
for some time, the jury rendered a verdict last
the audience wanted to know about his Robert C. Winthrop, President of the so widespreadthat when any skulking
to Juno 15, at which time the time and place
week in favor of the plaintiffs.The suit was
religion. The sightless scientistre- Monument Association. The design is planet sees his telescope pointed toward
of holding the next fair will probably be deterbrought by the plaintiffsas heirs of Dr. J. St. sumed : “ Publicly he is very religious, to abandon that part of the original plan it, it knocks under at once like Oapt.
mined.
Clair, deceased,for the undivided three- but privately he is not troubled with which calls for a temple or pantheon, Scott’s coon, and remarks, u Don’t look
The Eastern holders of the first mortgage fourthsof lot 3, section 7, town 46, range 29,
piety ; he has a fine mechanicalhead, and to erect a simple shaft three hun- I’ll come down.” His latest success
on the Detroit, Lansing and Lake Michigan
which containsthe greater part of the working and while he would make a fine black- dred feet high. The purpose of surren- was achieved when he was out hunting
railroad have institutedproceedings to foreof the Repnblio mine. The company claimed smith, he would not make much of a dering the charter or allowing the on Mondav night. He had treed the
close, as the road is unable to pay its interest, title through a sale on execution made in 1861.
remain unfinished “varmint” the night previous, but
preacher.” Here the doctor turped monument
which, on the firat and second mortgages, now The court decided that the execution sale was very red in the face and said : “ Sir, I or be token down, is to be aban- partly because it sneaked in behind
aggregates $181,000. A receiver is to bo ap- void because • the- lot was sold in a have been a preacher of the gospel for doned, and subscriptions are to be some clotfds, and partly on account of
pointed.
lump with their parcels at one bid forty years I ” The blind man shook solicited from time to time until the the Professor’s respect for the Sabbath,
William Haineman, of Ovid, a youth of in violation of statute, and that the plaintiffs his head, as much as to say : “ That’s monument is completed. The associa- he did not capture it. The next night,
tion has approved the plan, and the however, was favorable,and he discovseventeen, got caught by the arm in a roller
are entitled theretoin fee. The three-fourths too thin.” During the whole time the
frame, one day last week, and the team at- interest in controversyis estimated to be worth audience was in a roar and the fun was Centennial grounds will probably be or- ered the “critter” in the constellation
namented with boxes similar to those Virgo, and came up with it at right
tached to it ran away and dragged him along, nearly $1,600,000, the Republic being the prodigious.— Paris (Tex.) Press.
which greet the visitor to the Patent ascension thirteen hours and twentydislocating the arm and teaiing it from the
richest and moat extensive mine in Marquette
The First Bed Cent
Office and other public buildings in nine minutes, and declination eleven
shoulder.The youth died in great agony be- county.
An
item
is going the rounds of the Washington.
degrees and forty-sevenminutes south.
fore the doctor could reach bim.
The magnetic spring bath-house at St. Louis
papers, stating that “the first cent was
A novel suggestion is made in behalf When he fairly covered it its motion
A man named Perry Crippen has been ar- has just been supplied with a series of patent
proposed by Robert Morris, the great of the fire insurance companies that was one minute daily in right ascension
rested at St. Charles and lodged in jail at East steam bathiug cabinets in which the magnetic
financier of the Revolution.It began there shall be a fire coroner elected or and north two minutes daily in declinaSaginaw on a charge of bigamy. The com- water is administeredin the form of vapor, and
to make its appearance from the mint in appointed in every county, whose duty tion. It proved to be a pretty fair speciplaint sets forth that Crippen married one
through a scientific attachmentcan bo highly 1722. It bore the head of Washington it shall be to hold an inquest in every men— one of the eleventh magnitude,
Adelia Mather in South Saginaw, August, 1873, charged with curative properties which in its
on one side, and thirteen links on the case of fire occurring within his county. from muzzle to tip of the tail.— Dcfroif
and August, 1874, married one Dora Wright, pure state it does not possess. Some of the other." The cent recently referred to The plan, it is claimed, would have the Post.
both being living. The last named is com- old plunge baths are retained,but the cabinets in the Detroit News, belonging to Mr. following excellentresults : Every fire
A Conundrum.
plainant.
are so popular the tubs are practically out of R. E. Roberts, of that city, has on one would be investigated, and muen val“ Say, Jane, why is— why is Butler’s
The Portland Observer says that the people use. The season for visitorshas scarcelyar- side the sun and dial, underneath which uable light would be thrown upon the
in Setewa township are in a high state of exare the words, “Mind your Business,” origin of fires generally ; and the hon- eye like a favorite fruit!” “Like a farived, yet upward of fifty baths are now taken
and on the sides, “ Fugio ” and “ 1787.” est man, as well as the timid man, by vorite fruit?— which eye?” “Either of
citement over the discoveryof a human skeledaily, with gaining popularity, and it is thought
On the reverse a circle of thirteen rings, laving the facta developed, would be ’em.” “ Why— because, Sam, it’s one
ton in a hollow tree near a house, which has
that St. Louis will be crowded with pleasurelinked
together, surroundingone ring, relieved from suspicion; while the of a pear.” “ No— no— great deal betlong borne the reputation of being haunted.
seekers and invalids this summer as it was in
an
which
is stamped “United States,” would-be incendiary,knowing that his ter’n that.” “ Because— -Sam— because
The coroner’s jury was unable to decide to 1873 and 1874. Dr. Ira Davenport,the new
” “Not at all I Jane,
and
in
the
center, “ We are One.” It fife would be officially investigated, —its apple
whom the skeletonbelonged,or by what means lessee and residentphysician,has made a radyou ain’t nowhere near it.” “Lemme
has
always
been
understood
to
have
would
be
deterred
from
committing
its owner mot his death.
ical change in tfip management, which will be
the crime. The objectionwhich exists try again, Sam: Butler’s eye?— because
A Frenchman, about twenty- eight years heartily indorsed by all who have formerly been designed by Dr. Franklin. Such
is a correct description of the first cent now against an official investigationon it is under glass— conservatories,yon
old, named Fred Labrash, living near Laplaismade visits to 8L Louis for pleasureor for the In this centennial era, correctnessin account of the suspicion it carries with know.”' “Jane, my opinion of you is
anoe bay, was found dead, one morning last
benefit of their health.
matters of history is important. In it would not exist under the plan sug- that you’re growing idiotic. Yotrd betweek, upon the track of the Lake Shore and
this connection the question arises, gested, because all would be served ter hire a hall.” “Don’t git mad, SamMichigan Seuthern railroad, about a mile south
The State Puhlte School.
uel, because I can’t guess it the first
as it has about pins, where have the alike.
of Monroe, having been killed, apparently, by
Lyman P. Alden, in a letter to the Detroit millions of old red cents made by the
time. Is it anything about eyes- ina passing train, where he had laid or fallen Post, has the followingremarks to make with governmentgone to? Mr. Roberts has
glass!” “No, simpleton, it is -not”
The Influenceof Newspapers*
while intoxicated.A bottle partly filled with regard to the sanitary condition of this insti- also in his possession a copper coin,
“ Butler’s eye, Sim— fruit?— because it’s
I A school teacher, who had been a long
subject
to excise— X-eyes, you know.”
whisky was found near the body. He was un- tution:
about the size of the old United States time engaged in his profession, and witmarried.
“In constructing the new bnildings last cent, bearing the head of ^ Louis XVI., nessed the influence of a newspaper upon “ No, that ain’t it, Jenny, though that’s
very good.” “ Oranges— oranges— let’s
Horse thievee have again commencedoper snmmer attentionwas paid to the advice of Lois dee Francois. 1790i”
the minds of a family of children, writes as
see— because one of his .eyes is a lame
- ating in the vicinity of Battle Creek. On Bun Drs. Baker and Kedzio. They are considerfollows : I have found it to be a univerThe
New
Bedford
Mercury
tella of
’on.” “Oh, no; you’ll make me sick.”
day night of last week, O. W. Roach, $ farmer ably larger than the old ones, have good, airy
sal fact, without exception, that those
five dogs who were shut up in a yard by
“Because if d06®1’*
quHe plum.”
residing in Newton township, had a valuable cellars that can be well ventilated, pure air is
scholars of both sexes, and of all ages,
the gate’s closing after they had passed
“NO!
Jane, be stilTr “Because it’s
who
have
access
to
newspapers
at
home,
span of hones, togetherwith a double harness introducedinto the buildings throngh ducts,
throngh it When they wanted to go
afflictedwith strawberr’ismu*—you unwhen compared with those who have not,
and buffalo robe, stolen from his bam. The and in additionto the facilitiesfor ventilation
out they couldn’t,for the gate swung
derstand?” “Jane, step!— my head
are: 1. Better readers, excellent in
thieves then went to the bam of Clark North- which the old cottages possess, these have
inward. Then the canines Held a conaches awful— it’s because it’s quints !”—
rop, in the same township, stole his best har- each a large ohimney built up from the base- sultation, which resulted in the best pronunciation, and, consequently read
more understandingly.2. They are Graphic.
ness and hitchedidtpdiis buggy and drove off. ment through the center, which is divided into jumper, a big Newfoundland, getting
better spellers, and define words with
German soldiers use no tents, but
No clue whatever has yet been obtained of the five apartment*, the central one of which is over the fence, pushing the gate open,
ease and accuracy.8. They obtain pmc- sleep upon the ground, rolled up in their
for rarefied air, ‘and the other four for ventil- and releasing his friends.
rascals.
tioal knowledge of geography in almost big cloaks. Frt nch soldiers carry about
The Bay City Tribune says that during the ating the four large rooms. There are really
There are 100 seat* at the San Fran- half the time it requiresof oUwh, at* the with them tents, and, being small men,
past five working days of last week over forty- in each of the new oottages eight separatevencisco
stock board, and sinoe last year newspapers have made them acquainted are so tired out when they come up to
two tons of fish were taken at Donahue’s fish tilatingflues.
their price has advanced from $20,000 with the location of the important places the scratch of fighting that the bigger
try on the Saginaw bay, and adds: “This is
“Notwithstanding, the sickness was as
till new $85,000 are vainly bid for one. of the nations, their governmentand do- men unloaded from the other side of the
about one-fourthof the catch of all the fisher- great in these improved cottagesa* in the othings on the globe. 4. They are better Rhine are always
liable to nave
have a fair
1 name
ies for the week— the total catch being proba- ers, and. I am inclined to think, greater.
Louis Riel, President of the Repub- jpammarians, for, having become famil- shake at them in ahaai
a hand-to-hand conflict
“From June 1 to Jan. 1, when we should lic of Winnipeg during the insurrection iar with every variety of styles in news- The French military
! bly 476,000 pounds for the week. The fish
it«7 taden, howrer]
are brought to Banks and damped for barrel- have had the most sickness, the health of the of 1870, is, according to the Ottawa papers, from the commonplace adver- are disposed to
ing-the operators receiving two cents j>er institution was almost perfect. For two months Pree Press, in a madhouse in Montreal. tisement to the finished and classical slowly.
composed of the Lieutenant-governor, Secre-

who was brought to the school a few weeks ago,
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of our kind Custom-House

the ^aid

»

the

,

It

opening of navigation. Hereafter ire

it

not

gard

We

Niws as
but wide awake

shall endeavor to keep the

Is— neutral In politics,

it

home

to our popular interests, at

We

or abroad.

ask our patrons to bear with ns in

this beginning, whereas

we

will have, to

devote considerable time to the mechanical

part of the
more

office, In

order to fnake

efficient Job Printing

it

a

Office. In this

line we intend to branch out as fast as

we

can afford to purchase the necessary material, to

be enabled to accommodate the

public in both the Dutch and English
languages.

A Good
The

New York

Omen,

r

Sun of May 2, says in

an editorial: Gov. Seymour’s speech be-

been read

fore the Utica Convention has

and pondered by Republicans as well as
Democrats throughout the country. This
is a refreshing

and significantomen of the

times.
It is rare for a politicalleader, when ad-

dressing an audience chiefly composed of
the mandates

and managers of

above

all

Seymour did on that occasion. It is encouragingto see a statesmanwho enjoys
the confidence of all shades of opinion in
his party and the respect of bis political

opponents, at the threshold of a Presidential

campaign in which the chances are

in favor of his associates,throw aside the
low, selfish appeals to party spirit, so

mon

in

such performances,and

com-

tell the

Democrats that they do not deserve success in the pending contest merely because
the Republicans are extravagantand dis-

honest; that they
triumph

Scbr.Woilin,20 carboys vitrol,
Standard Rock, 154 m Shingles; sir. Standard Rock, 150 ni Shingles;
schr. Wollin, 400 bu corn; schr. Elva,
light; schr. Tri-Color, sundries; str. Standard Rock, 150 m Shingles;str. American
Eagle light; schr. Contest,*light; schr. TriColor, light; schr. Joses, light; scow Spray,
50 bu Corn; schr. D. R. Holt, light; schr.
Contest, light; schr. Dawn, light; schr.
Wollin, 000 bu corn; schr. Elva, light;
schr. Banner, light; schr. Tri-Color, 500
lbs Tobacco; schr. Mary, light; scow Bates
50 cds wood; schr. Four Brothers, light;
schr. Joses, light; schr. Julia Smith, light;
str. Standard Rock, 100 m Shingles;schr.
S. P. Wilson, sundries.

partisan considerations as Gov. 52 hides;

when

will

only be worthy of

they can prove to the peo-

cept in exchange for a like amount of frac-

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Streell

of the public debt will not be increased,

while the public will have every opportunity of getting fractional change as the

demands of

may require. Ca.
nadian silver, which the Kanucks are glad
to exchange for American goods, will, It
is

the market

said at the Treasury, shortly be as freely

circulated in the United States as our

own

cottage. The banking and currency meas.
ure was called up next day, but not acted
on objections being raised.

Housekeepers— There

1

Is

JUST RECEIVED
AhwYr*o*«r

adultera-

Flannels,

tion in Beat Chemical Saleratuemade by
D. B.

DeLand A Co.

Sheetings,

It i» absolutelypure,

Blankets,

hence is much cheaper and better for cooking purposes than Baking Powder and
most brands of Saleratus. Try it and be
convinced yourselves.

Shawls,
Yarns and
Oottonades

150
DE JONG—

After a severe sickness, at the City of

Holland, on Sunday, April SO, 1876, Miss Gribtji

Ui Jonq, aged

11

years and 8 days.

We

concerned

The Kentucky

Produce.

gotircs.

The advertiser, having been permanently cured of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishingthe prescription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.

in the country,

and

nal, give Bristow

•o0

a

g

courage,principle, and ability.One side

had been in power
fought to save slavery, the other to destroy
so long they would have been about as
it. They would fight the battle over again
corrupt as the Republican have been. He
that if the Democrats

to-morrow if the same conditions existed.

was severe 6n shoddy, tinsel, wild specu-

and

de-

nounced the vanality and profligacyof
men in office as the natural outgrowth of

To expect them to run either party without them would be to expect a
without spinal

man

HEAD-QUARTERS
-

ft

modern brood of
money, and lack of sterling integrity
politiciansmay plane and chip and sandamong the masses of the people. He
paper the platform as much as they please
pointed to an early return to the simple
hut unless they make a platform and a
habits and genuine virtues of the fathers
candidate that will satisfythese two vast,
of the republic,both in society and govsincere, preponderatingelements, neither
ernment, as the best remedy for the evils

Heald

5

the dandies, and all the

;

will get

There

is

nothing very original in these
uttered

by

tered moralists, by a portion of the public
press, and a limited number

of indepen-

dent politiciansever since the close of the
war, and especially during the administration of

Grant But

—

that which chal,

regard to silver coin,

importantconvention

on the eve of a fierce strug-

of

the

as follows:

new

To

2STEW

s

FUEYITURE

gft

I'S

a

PHCEITIX
--

AND

HOTEL

Fairbanks

troduced in Agriculture.

make

DINING HALL.
McVICAR, Proprietor.

J.

To make it legal tender limit five dollars
supremacy In the government of
in any one payment instead of twenty
the country,a philosophic statesman and
dollars. To make the new silver dollars
sagacious political leader deems it not
exchangeable by the Secretary of the
only proper, but the highest reach of exTreasury for United States notes "of the
pediency to send ringing along the lines of
denominations less than five dollars, comhis followers a speech in which be bases
mencing with the lowest,” instead of allowthe claim for a victory by the Democrats
ing all United States notes to he thus remainly on the contingency of their ability
tired. To insert a new section, providing

M. Reidsema & Son.

J.

The

Phoenix Hotel is now
the popular resort of most all
and

is

this

considered the best

every attention to his guests. Some of
his rooms are being nicely and
neatly furnished. His table

is

the very best

at

found

to be

any hotel in this city. Success
to the Phoenix hotel.
Holland, Mich.,

Feb. 24, 1876.

MOOD

!

BOW

BOW RESTORED

LOST.
I

Just published,a new edition of
Sr. CalvsmU'i Celebrated Eesay on
the radicalcere (without medicine)
of Spermatorrcea
or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, I m potency,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimentsto
Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.
Price, in a scaled envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abnsemsy be radicallycored without the dangerous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at onco
simple certain,and effectual,by means of which
everysufferer.nomatter What nis conditionmav
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.

combined Reaper
and Mower. Adams & French
Russell’s

Mow-

er. Triumph Reaper. Gale’s

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. Buckeye Grain Drills. Cultiva-

silver dollar 450

grains instead of 412 8-10 grains, Troy.

AT

-

proprietor gives

Harvester. Empire State

notice he should offer the pending bill in

the weight
of, his party,

-

The amendments which Senator Morrill
of Vermont submitted, April 27, and gave

lenges particular attention in this instance
is the fact that at an

iV. Y.

scatHerald.

-

O

Nothing, therefore, will do

now receivingfrom Kentucky.—

-I!
a 0B H

the travelers coming to

Have opened a Salesroomon Eighth atrect in the
store formerly occupiedby Slooter & Higgina,
oppositethe City Hotel, where the Farmers
of this aectlon of the country are respectfullyInvited to examine all the
improved machinery lately In-

Bristow more harm than the “support” he
is

views. They have been

on.

-

TATE,

Judge of Probate.

fcJO

city

column. The “reformers,”

rpekless expenditures,inordinatelove of

that sunfound us.

FOR

sC

B

OF OTTA-

Of MICHIGAN, COUNTY

hearing.
A true copy. (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

Farm Implements. place to stop at. Certainly the

to live

the saints, the truffle hogs, the old maids,

If

2

capital send-off as a

<£)

> ©

Jo

’

the Treasury, neverthelesshe believed

;a

*1

NOTICE!

the Louisyille Courier-Jour-

is

I

CG

To Consumptives.

Probate Order.
CTATE

wa.-ss: At a session of the Probate Court of
the County of Ottawa, holden at the ProbateOffice in the City of Grand Haven, in said County,
on Friday the seventh day of April in the year
one thonsand eight bunared and seventy six.
Present: Saicuil L. Tati, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the Estate of Enoch C. De
Voc deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Ann K. De Voe, praying among other things for
the Probateof an Instrument in writing filed in
this court purporting to be the last will and testament of Enoch C. De Voe, deceasedaud that? administration thereof may be granted to the person
named therein as Executrix.
Thereupon it is ordered, that Tuesday the ninth
day of May next at one o’clock in the afternoon,
be assigned for the hearing of said Petitionand
that the heirs at law of the said deceased, and other
personsinterested in said estate,are required to
appear at a session of said Court, then to be holden
at the Prohat« Office, in Grand Haven, in said
County, and show cause, If any there be, why the
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
And it Is further ordered, That said petitioner give
notice to the persons interestedin said estate, of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be published in the “HollandCitt Niwa" a newspaper
printedand circulated in said County of Ottawa,
for three successive weeks previous to said day of

i

if

Howabi> k MoBridi, Aliy's for Mortgagee.

O

Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.

Bourbons, one of the

most interesting parties

SALT.

of

Michigan.
,

deal also extensivelyin Flour and Country
P. A A, STEKETEE.

Holland,

Notice is hereby given, that a special
that he does not desire a democratic vicPresidential candidate. But this support meeting of the electors of the township
tory this fall, unless the party can stand
of Holland, will he held on the 8th day
will do Bristow harm. There is a large
of May, A. D., 1870, at 2 o’clock, p. m. for
this test. The nation is not hopelessly
element in the Republican party composed the purpose of electing Overseers of Highgiven over to profligates and plunderers
of those stern, sincere men, who believed ways of the several districts within the
when such a man as Horatio Seymour
the war was a dispensation of God’s provi- Township, and for voting monevs for the
thinks it wise to open a Presidentialcandifferent requirements of the township.
dence for the abolition of slavery; who
By Order of the Township Board, of the
vass by sounding a key note like thia.
pressed forward the impeachmentof An- Township of Holland.
Gov. Seymour’s speech was mark*ed by
drew Johnson, and who will not take a
W. Diekema, Supervisor.
a noble moral tone and a broad and gencandidatewhose indorsers are Beck and
uine patriotism. He rebuked both friends
Stevenson, of Kentucky, and the LouisErrors of Youth.
and fopponents for their tolerance of
ville Cnirier-Journal.The Republicans,
fraud and corruption jn the conduct of
A gentleman who suffered for years
at least the radical wing of them, have
affairs, and asserted that these vices were
from Nervous.Debilily,Premature Decay,
had enough of Johnsonism to last for a
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
not confined to the Federal Administrageneration or two. Without this wing the will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
tion, but existed in all our State and muniRepublicans will be ns helplessas the send free to all who need it, tlic recipe and
cipal Governments. He pointed to the
Democraticparty would be without its direction for making the simple remedy
by which he was cured. Suffererswishgeneral greed for money and the haste to
rebel wing. There are two classes that ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
get rich as the main cause for the demormust not be left out of politicalcalcula- can do so by addressingin perfect confialization of society. He had the candor
tions— the abolitionists and the rebels. ripnpfl
to say that though, in his opinion, the
JOHN B. OGDEN,
The Republican party depends upon the
42 Cedar st., New York.
Republicans hold certain laxeonsitutional
one, the Democrats upon the other. Each
doctrines, which lead up to the doors of
o^, these classes is composed of men of

lations, and extravagant living,

BARRELS

sale and also an attorney fee of twenty-fivedollars,
aa provided for in each mortgage,In case proceed
inn should be taken to foreclose the same. The
following la the description of the lands and pramises, as appears in said Mortgage,to-wit: That
piece or parcel of land, in the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, more particularly known
and described aa follows,viz; Lot numbered four
in the sub-division of lot numbered one in Block
A in the city of Holland, according to the recorded
maps of said city, and said sub division,in the
office of the Register of Deeds, Ottawa County,

Datzd: Holland, March 1, A. D. 1876.
JOHN G ARRETSON Mortgagee. '

Also Live Geese Feathers.

Ifatte.

SlsSSSwS

,

anchaa

no

r“v

.

...
—
V"
ui vmawa nu ovate oi
Michigan, on the fourth day of March, one thoueand

unpaid at Oils date on aald mortgage,the snm of
one htndrcd end forty-two dollarsaud eight cents
($142.«8);and no suit or proceedings either In law
Clothino.
or IB equity having been commenced to recover
Groceries, .
*
the same or any part thereof;Now therefore notice ie hereby given thaton Monday th» twenty-ninth
Crockery,,'
day of May, one thousandeight hnndred and seventy-six, at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day.
Glass-ware,
at the flmnldoorof the Court Home, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa and Bute
Hats and Caps,
of Michigan, that being the place for holding the
Boots a^Shoes,
Circuit Court, for said County,there will be sold at
Etc., Etc. Public auction or vendue to the hlgheat bidder, the
premises describedin said mortgage or so much
We carry the heavleat stock ot good* in the City ; thereof as may be necessary to satlafy the amount
Bay in large qnantltiea,and sell ohatp for cash or due and payable on aald mortgage, with Interest
Ready Pay. Staple goods In enormous quantities, thereon ana all the legal costa and charges of anch

DryGoods,

str.

whose organ
so far as he is

volume

tional currency. In this way the

ple that they themselves are economical

and faithful; and

j

DE AXjBE/B,

cago, 1800 R. R. ties.

his party,

to raise the level of his speech so high

WHOLESALE AND JIBTAlL

Mortgage S»le.
Default having been made in the condition# of
payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage bearIng date the net day of Jar nary, In the year of our
Ixjrd one thousand eight hundredand seventy-three,
made and executed by Aaron A. Brottand Rosetta
hla wife, of the city of Holland, In the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan,partiesof the first
to Jonh Gamtson. ofthe city of New Bruns

.

Ofeamnces— Schr. A. Plugger, Grand
Haven, light, schr. Wollin, Chicago, 60
cds slabs; str. Standard Rock, Saugutuck,
light; schr. Elva, Chicago, 60 cds wood;
schr. Tri-Color,85 m Shingles,38 brls
Glue; scow Bates, Chicago, 50 cds wood;
schr. Joses, Chicago, 100 cds wood; str.
Standard Rock, Saugatuck, light; schr.
Mary, Chicago, 80 cds wood; schr. Wolliu,
Chicago, 500 brls headings, 125 m staves;
schr. Elva, Chicago, 2,000 ties; schr. TriColor, Chicago, 40 m bucked staves; schn
Banner, Chicago,70 cds bark; schr. Contest, Chicago, 90 cds wood; schr. Hope,
Muskegon, sundries; str. Standard Rock,
Saugatuck, light; str. American Eagle,
Mich. City, light: schr. Tri-Color, Chipago, 100 m staves, 250 brls; schr. Joses,
40 cds wood, 60 cds slabs; scow Spray, Racine, 86 m ft lumber; schr. D. R. Holt,
Chicago, 70 cds wood; schr. Coolest, Chicago, 90 cds wood; schr. Dawn, Chicago,
65 cds wood ; schr. Elva, 2,000 ties; schr.
Wollin, Chicago, 60 cds slabs; schr. Tricolor, Chicago, 85 m ft lumber; schr.
Mary, Chicago,200 m staves, 400 caskets;
scow Bates, Chicago, 40 cds wood; schr.
Four Brothers, Chicago, 75 cds wood; schr.
Joses, 85 cds wood; scow Spray, Racine,
80 m ft lumber; schr. Julia Smith, Kenosha, 57 cds woodj'str. Standard Rock,
Grand Haven, Jight; schr. 8. P. Wilson,
Grand Haven, sundries; schr. Elva, Chi-

to it, in this issue.

Steketee,

iegal tenders shall not again be issued ex-

night:

out of place to assert oor intentions in re-

change ahail be issued in exchange

for that amount of greenbacks, which

With ^hi« number we take charge of the Thnraday night to the next Thursday

Hobland City News, and we deem

providessubstantiallythat then millions

of silver

intend to give them for each week, from

.

& A.

P.

stringencyin the small change market

clearancesand arrivals up to-date, from

TIS OHANQS. r*„i;

bill

introduced by Mr. Tufts to relieve the

Officers we are enabled to give all the

1876.

6,

2nd the Banking and Currency

Committee reported to the House the

By

Saturday, May

On May

BLACK LAKE.

07

FHCBITIX
Planing

of

Mill.

Sent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any ad
dreas, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post
'

stamps.

Address the Publishers,

.Jr#

Bragman & Son.

41 All St., N«w York; Post Office Box. 4586.

.

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire now Machineiy,

Of
tors, Et., Etc.

fST Thia Lecture should be in the bauds
man in the land.

every youth and every

And we

the

Most Approved Patterns;

Lit U; lit It 111!

1 Ill/ii

1 U;

UVtj

are confident we can satisfy all wh«

want

591 (Broadway, flew York.

gle for

to satisfy the voters that they will administer the

Government more honestly than

the Republicans.

Orders for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled.

Holland, April

20,

1876.

10-3m

BY THE GALLON, A7
J. O.

have been issued, they shall thenceforth

Holland, July 7,

be issued only in exchange for gold coins

Monday May 1, with a at par. Finally, In place of Mr. Bogg’s
faltering voice, returned his profound amendment to fix the legal relative value
thanks to the House for its kindness and of gold and silver at 15^ to 1, Mr. Morrill
courtesy In giving him the privilegeof pr5poset to make it 17^ to 1.
the Speaker pro-tom for

a period

of ten days, and announced that Mr. 8.

Cox would

preside during his absence

S.

on

Secretary Bristow's

debt statementfor

DOE8BURG.

1875.

F0F SALE

or

TO

RENT.

Owing to Ill-healthI offer for aale or to rent the
Alina Honee, iq the City of Holland.Propoaals
to exchange for other property will alao be enter-

account of illness. Mr. Kerr finds that and interestat $2^24,269,878.60, less $116,the spring months are not at agreeable aa 481,615.22 caab in the Treastuy,showing a
reduction of the ddbt daring the month of

place in the weather, and hia respiration

April of $2,781,181 49.

The

cash In the

more difficultthan early in the session. Treasury is represented by $77,605,428.81
Mr. Cox, is Chairman of the Banking and io coin, $5,161,186.41 in currency, and
Currency Committee, has had hot little to $88,665,080 in special deposits held for the

P.

ZAL8MAN,

do, and will probably be Mr. Kerr's con- redemption certificates of deposit
tinuous representative, as
whether Mr. Kerr

It it

will return

tp the chair until the close

doubtful

permanently

of

Late dispatchesfrom Turkey Indicate

the session. that the plague is increasing.

•

H.

AMD BLINDS,

MOBS ut

LOT.

I offerforsalt Lot 8, Block 41, belngon the South
Seat corner of Ninth and Market Street#,City of
Holland. The building*are ell new, It I# a de#irahle location for any Kind of buielneei. Term#
D. TE ROLLER.
Hollar:, Mich., March 8,
8-tf

eaay.

1875.

W. VERBEEK &

4M

Co.

are

the Headquarters for every thing In the
way of

Stereopticons and

, >»

IRON CORN SBELLERS
FOR SALE BT

ic
»

-

.

i

VAN LANDEOEND
$8,00;

Lanterns,

Being Mannfacturersof the

Artoptum,
Advertiser’s Storeopticon,

SCHOOL LA^NTBEN.^ ^V^MOT LANTERN.

*

&

Mag-

Micro-Scientific
Lantern, <
Stereo- Panopticon,
UniversityStoreopticon,

HAVEREATE
AND

for

We

-

BURSAL’S

S. J.

BOntS.

Views,

Photographic Materials.

DOORS, SASH

Holland, Mich.

FOB SALE!

A

SPECIALITY.

Oct. IB 1S75.

is

Stereoscopes

Itim tafloNnu ui SsMi Tim.

tained.
For furthei^nfonnatlon
apply to

GHR0M0S & FRAMES,

STEAM

Or anything in our line, nianufhctnredon ehert
notlee.

April 80, places the total debt, principal,

ha expected. Sadden changes have taken

A

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

that after 50,000,000 of new silver dollars

Tint Speaker on

naming

Or Re-Sawing Done.

DDES/TT KZLIfcT
Oil.

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

WE HAVE

IFTTIR/IE]

Golden Machine

Planing, Matching,

MELIS

Bach

style

being the beat of Us class In the market.

until (hither notice.

HOLLAND, • •

0

MICHIGAN

Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
using sent on application.

for

AayftilsiprUlaiBU ou asks unty with s Magic

gf*

Job work promptly and

BrCut out
neatly executed at this Office. nece.«ja

Laittra.
this

advertisementTor

refer-

Tuesday evening the pews were rented
in Hope Church.

A gentleman
This weather is wet and cold.
ted

Decoration Day May 80— what
going to do?

are

is

by the name of J. D. H

^

---

lis-

CITY BAKERY.

& M.

6. R.

Depot, and has an immense stock.

& Wynne,

Alters

,

Dewitt Talmadge sent his non into the The undersignedhas succeeded to the
aboye business,and shall continue
R. Navy to make a good boy of him. They
to carry on
never swear nor curse nor chew plug tobacco nor drink mm in the Navy.
BAKlfiO & CONFECTIONERY

selling some of the finest fruit trees

ever brought here, at the C.

you

We notice that Messrs. Boone & Alberti
have received a lot of fine new buggies,
some of which are beauties.

,

JEWELERS.

At last by a strictly partisan vote the
The River street Job is a great ImproveHouse
of Representativeshave unseated
ment to the town— the next thing Is the

Baltimore papers report the arrival of At the same old stand on Eighth street, in
the Olty of Holland. I guaranteethe
Chas. Farwell.Esq., of Chicago, and gave Don Carlos and his staff by the steamship
crossings.
Public that at all times they will
Hibernian. They traveled in disguise,
the seat to his opponent— Le Moyne.
find me supplied with a full
Go to G. J. A. Pessink to see a nice clean
line of goods such as
and are now believed to be stopping in St.
The harbor work is progressing steadily
should be kept in a
Bakery. They have a new stock, which
Louis.
under
the
direction
of
the
Government
they will be pleased to show their customengineers, quite a gang of

ers.

men

A shrewd old Yankee said he didn’t

being en-

be-

BAKERY.

FIRST-CLASS

Fresh Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers
gaged in building the superstructure of the lieve there was any downright cure for
of
all kinds, Cakes, Pastty; also Rye
For the appointment of City Officers piers.
laziness In a man. “ But,” he added,
Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
and other important transactions we refer
“I'Ve known a second wife to huny it All special orders will be promptly filled.
We noticed Eagle Fire Engine Co. No.
our readers to the official Council proceedsome.”
1 out on Friday evening last, anticipating
ings on the eighth page.
Confectionery.
a friendly contest with No. 2, but the nonWe learn from reliablesources that tbe
Plain and Fancy Candles,a full assortToe base ball thermometer is rising fast uppearance ofr the latter left the result water has been so extremelyhigh in Grand
ent of Nuts and such other notions in
in Chicago. There is no question about one-sided.
River that the Boom Companieshave been
iis line as will render this establishment
the present excellence of their professional
complete in this respect.
enabled to float logs down which wei
The Maoutewa Boat Club have had their
club— the question is, will they hold out.
hung up for almost two years.
new boat, Mrs. Jack, entirely refitted
Comparativelyspeaking, our city is and painted, enlarged their mainsail, and
A Calhoun (Ky.) man, who lost the
Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,
quite lively. Everybody seems to be do- now confidentlyexpect to “sweep the
power of speech by lying out doors druuk sardines, lobsters, cheese and canned
ing something— this is more than our sur- stakes” on Black Lake.
one cold, stormy night, five or six years fruits.

Assorted

.

REFRESHMENTS.

rounding towns can say, or even the large
List of letters remaining in the Post

cities.

when bis bouse caught
fire, and nearly burned him up, the other
ago, regained it

Coffee and
hours.

Tea will be served at

all

Office at Holland, Mich., May 4th, 1876:
be very John Coan, Frank McCoanny,Capt. Chas. night.
lively along our railroads,car loads being Wentworth.
The former patronage of the Public is
G. Laepple, foreman of the Hook and
respectfully
so licited.
shipped every day from the north to the
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Ladder Co., and L. T. Ranters, first asst,
G. J. A. PESSINK.
large cities, where they find a ready marforeman of No. 2 Columbia Fire Engine
A
stranger
offering
a
horse
and
buggy
Holland,
Mich.,
Nov. 26, 1875.
ket for all game.
Co., left on Tuesday afternoon to attend
too cheap was spotted by the City Marshal
The Grand Haven fisheriesemploy and upon inquiry by telegraph, was wanted the State Foremen's Association, at Coldabout 100 men. The fleet is composed of in Chicago. A detectivefrom there ar- water, Mich.
six tugs and seven sloops; the total capital rived here on Tuesday and took his man.
S. S. Phelps’ shingle mill located in the
(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)
invested is about $60,000. The catch
village of Robinson, was burned on SunDEALERS IN
On Monday of this week, at Graafschap,
varies from 4,000 to 8,000 lbs per day.
day morning at two o’clock Loss, $500;
a Mr. Mulder had bis right eye shot out
Dry Goods,
We learn from reliable sources that Rev. by carelesslyhandlinga shot gun. He was no Insurance. The property is a total loss,
except
tbe engine and boiler, which are
Groceries,
A. Wormser, of Pella, Iowa, will be united in a critical condition for a while, but as
in the holy bonds of matrimony with Miss we go to press we learn be is improving not much injur ‘d.
Provisions,

The Pigeon business

seems

Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired In the
best manner.
Holland, Mich., December

& TOBACCO.

CIGARS

to

These goods will be sold at the lowest possl
bio Price. IvtrjArtiols Warmtid tell juitii I*p-

1,

1874.

NEW STOCK OF

CLOTHING
AT

Welton & Akeley, John Roost &

Anna

J.

Hoedemaker, on May 9th.

We

The LighthouseBoard gives notice that
on
the opening of navigation,1870, the
Very few stores can boast of such a fine
life.
reef
off Sheboyagan, Wis. will be marked
selection of goods, and so neatly arranged
---by
two
third-class can buoys (red). The
We understand that the propeller Sky as that of the Misses Van den Berge, who
northern
buoy will be numbered 1, and
Lark will be launched at 3 this after- arc always wllllnc and ready to show their
noon. She is now just as good as new, and customers. See their new advertisement tbe southern buoy will be numbered 2.
-*•*
will, no doubt, prove a credit to the re- in another column.
“What is your excuse, sir?” asked Judge
builder, Mr. Anderson. Our Cornet Band
According to the InUr-Octan seamen’s Gilbert of a man who asked to be freed

-

-

-

& Feed,

Flour

slowly.

wish him and his beautiful bride a blissful

mu

col ir

i

nm

Son,

btiist.

/

Dealers in

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

Choice Groceries

Bolted Meal,
and

Bran, Corn,
Oats, Potatoes,

TEAS AND SYRUPS.

Country Produce, Etc.
Highest market price paid
& Eggs, in trade or

River Street, Holland.
Meagre Welton

&

Akeley have bought ont the

for Butter

intends to be present.

Block and trade of M. P. Vieeera and will continue
wages are about $1.50 per day in Chicago. from jury duty in Brooklyn the other day. the bueineea at the old ataud. If sood goods and in cash.
“I was a memb r of the Beecher jury,” low prices will continue to draw tnem their heavy
The sebr. Bates, Capt. H. Thompson, In Milwaukee the Sailor’s Union are en
Holland, Mich., Oct.
trade they are sure to retain it. A general invitation
is extendedto all to call and visit tbe crippled aucsprung a leak in Lake Michigan, and ar- deavoring to get $2.00, and in Cleveland replied Mr. Halstead.
tioneer.
“Then you may go,” said the Judge.
rived back in port last Friday night water- the result of a strike was the establishHolland, November11. 187!.
logged, discharged sufficient of her cargo ment of $1.25 per day— the price which
A Frenchman who has lived in Amerto get the leak above water, and after tem- was demanded.

and

Boots

ica several years, says:

porary repairs, sailed for Chicago

Monday
John

morning.

8.

Gray, of New York, has invent-

ted a torpedo-boat. It is

While

the tug Twilight was endeavor- shaped like a cigar,

ing to take the schr. Wollin's tow-line on

Thursday morning
the Woilin

came

made of

ground. This is done with
great ceremony. Then they break tbe
break the

iron,

and contains motive
stockholders. This done without
The mamony.

tow her in port, chinery is controlled by an electricbattery.
very near running the It moves under water at such a depth that

tow-boat down, rolling her over on her no shot can reach
beam-ends and damaging her own headgear considerably.

Convention,

which met at Grand Haven, May 4th, apquite a little blaze on

pointed the following delegates to the State

2 o'clock

Convention: Edward

cere-

BOOTS & SEOES A
at

E.

Two tramps stopped at the house of a
widow in Westchester county, N.

P. Ferry, John A.

beg. Very
bloody nose and

Y., and one went in to

soon he

came

a

out with a

eye. .
“

“Did you

black

get anything, Jack?”

-

to be drained, four-fifthsare calculated to

sent to Philadethiafor exhibition at the

It is

of the Latest Styles of
Gents,
Mibbes

Ladies,

Youths,

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Intention is to offer these goods at low
price,and we request the trading public to call and

examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

mil

Misses Wear.
'

NOTICE

Cash Faid for Hides
L.

SPRIET8MA &, BON.

Holland, February

1,

Winter trade.

26,

1874..

~

CROCKERY!

1876.

From and

0.

ON SHOW

:o:-

Full line for the
Holland, Jan.

SONS

•McWy

—

DOESBURO, intend

after this

date, I

to devote to this line of

mm.

trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com[0. 70,
• . EIGHTH STREET, plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
rugs,
A liberal deduction to
Medicines,
Paints and Oils those who buy sets or in large

Mil m

Are fold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any

coming from a funeral had consist of valuable land of great fertility other. Medicineswarrantedto be atrlctly pure.;
the show. This is claimed to be the largest
the misfortune to be thrown out of his
log for its length ever run in the waters of
On last Tuesday night, the Odd Fellows Trusses,
wagon while crossing the track at the C.
Grand River.
resolved to go in a body to Centennial
Chamois Skins,
& M. L. 8. R. R. depot, the engine frightand Lincoln Parks and plant their trees,
Texas estimates its yearly increase of ening his horse so that it became unmanCounter, Cloth,
on next Tuesday evening,May 9.— Whery
populatioh At 60,000. A geneial prefer- ageable. Mr. Fliek had hia wrist disloHair and
are the Free Masons now ?
ence is expressedfor Northern and South- cated and waa taken to Dr. Shouten’s
At the village charter election, held at
Paint Brushes.
ern emigrants, because the Northern farm- office where he received the necessary care.
Zeeland on Tuecday last, the following
er always takes along enough money to His company (n the wagon, a lady and
[All the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
officers were elected: For President—
fnll Stock of the very beat Perfumery sold in
buy land and enough stock and imple- child, were unhurt
D. Baert. For Trustees—J. Slabbekoorn, attleorby measure.

Wm.

bought expressly for this season of the year.

Youth and

'.

Shoes.

Onr

,

Gents,

•

S

-

Ladies,

Yes,” growled the sufferer, “ I’ve got

Leggat, Cornelius Van Loo, Charles W.
joining buildings were destroyed.The Ingraham, John Spoon, D. B. K. Van
Our readers will notice that the railroad
hotel was partly covered by insurance, Raalte, A. E. Bolt, and M. Hoogesteeger. time tables have been changed. The coralso one of the adjoining buildings, but
rected tables will be found in their accusAt the Republican City caucus, held
the third building is a total loss.
tomed place. Any other information
last Friday evening, the following persons
wanted in regard to railroading will be
A train was carrying a clergyman and were elected delegates at large to the Councheerfullyfurnished by their respective
five or six youths who kept scoffing at re- ty Convention, to beheld at Grand Haven:
agents, all of whom are perfect gentlemen
ligion and telling disagreeable stories. The Mayor Van Landegend, Aid. Ciopley and
and very accommodating—an agreeable
good man endured it all, simply remark- M. Hoogesteeger; 1st ward, G. Slenk; 2d
contrast to the usual curtness, not to say
ing as he got out : “We shall meet again, ward, H. D. Post; 3d ward, D. te Roller;
surliness,of railroad men.
eet 4th ward, J. O. Bakker.
my children.” “ Why shall we meet
again ?” sal I the leader of the band. “BeThe government of the Netherlands is
Mrs. P. B. Winston, wife of one of
cause I am a prison chaplain,” was the
about to undertake a great work in the
the harbor contractors had the misfortune
drainage of the Zuider-Zee,by whii h, if
to slip off the pier, upon which they were
Ply*
successful,740 square miles would be added
The Cutler & Savldge Lumber Co. re- walking, and drop into the water, which
to the territoryof the Kingdom. It is esceived at thetrmills a few day» ago, a saw was not alone a severe drenching, but she
timated that the work will take sixteen
log from Flat River, 16 feet long, and 60 was with some difficulty saved from
years to accomplish,and that it will cost a
inches in diameter, measuring8,186 feet, drowning, and nearly changed a pleasant
sum of £16,000,000. Of the 477, 0( ) acres
from which a plank will be sawed and honeymoon into a sad calamity.

o

1875.

new stock of Goods has jnat been opened,and
we can state to the Public that it has been J

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

the widow’s might.”

the Michigan Exchange Hotel and two ad-

-

HEROLD,

lone

it*

The Republican County

Tuesday morning last. At about

they build

they do is to

power to drive it three milqs.

last, to

Gra^d Haven had

“When

a railroad,the first thing

6,

Fliek

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware

in

large supplies.
g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., 8epi. 10, 1875.

Something

New!

.

,

ments, together with an abundance of

-

in-

DOESBURG.

J. O.

P. H.

Wilms,

W. van Haltsema. For Clerk—
Owing to the wet and disagreeable
Iollavd, Mich., July 80, 1875.
dustry, to at once begin cultivation with*
R. A. Hijma. For Marshal— M. Dekker.
weather of Saturday last, the Centennial
out incurring any debts.
THE WELL
For Aasefieor— A. van Bree. For Treas- —
VI Tree Plantingwas not a decided success.
'Oil
While Mr. and Mrs. Bottom were or Still, the weather clearing up in the after- urer— J. de Jonge. For Poundmaster— J.
Hiefje.
The Thistle Edition
their way home to the Lake Shore, on
n, a good many availed themselvesof
Of this place, has added to his splendidWooden
la the only fully IllnstratedEdition of Sir Walter Pump the Iron Drive Welt Pomp, and Is ready to
Tuesday Igst, with horses and wagon, he
te opportunity and planted their trees in
Scott’a
tarnish all and everybody with all kinds of Pomps:
New York is waking up to the import*
jumped out to open a gate and as soon as
Force Pumps, Rubber Hose, Large Iron Veeeel
4h Centennial and Lincoln Parka. We
anoe of opening improved water-route
Pumpa, Pony Engine Pumps, and anything in the
he had the gate open the horses took every
lao noticed the students of Hope College
communicationwith the Great Lakes, on of American make, and ia “the beat edition of tha line of Pumps from a small Basket Hand-Pumps np
sudden start, throwing Mrs. B. from the
on their grounds,each Class having
beat EnglishNovellat."
He'con also pat down Drive well poinUen woodperil of loaing her commercial supremacy
The booka are atandard, and will aell for all time.
wagon in such a manner that the wagon
en pnmpe, which is ia improvement o» Jpth Iron
own allotted apace. This College
The
mechanical
exeeotlon
la of the beet. The
if that be not done. The enlargement of
and wooden pnmpa-on Iron pump# beotfhfe they
price la of the lowest Agtsti vsetad myvhm, to
passed over her and seriously injured her.
ipua can and ought to be made the
don't rust, the water pumps easierand Aster and
the Erie Canal from Buffalo to the Hud- whom liberalterms and exclusive territory are ofthey don't frostierbomb cold weather; and an
Dr. Morris was called, and found no
pride of oar city.
fered.
Improvement oa wooden pumps: it saves making a
son, even if practicable,R U conceded by
broken, but severe internal injuries.
well, and nothing can get into the well and spoil
Burglars broke into the old store of J. a leading commercialJournal, will not plete the series. Subscribe™ supplied with two the wstir.
Mr. P. S. O’Rourke's friends in Holland Fifield on Saturday night last, and took a avail to gave New York’a trade with the volumeaja. complete work] monthly. Bfeven
Months' Deliveries (81 volumes) are now ready.—
are disappointedat his leaving the Mans- quantity of Flour, aome thee, whisky and great Northwest. In view of the comple- Price— In Cloth, gilt extra, pervolnme, $1 JO; Half
P. V^jn,

KNOWN

ronil OmfLOTEDI

.

PUMP MANUFACTURER

.

WAVERLEY NOVELS

‘

.JWX

SSMSSsMia

,sss,5Baa.>—

& Lake Michigan Rail- tobacco. The store being in the handa of tion of the Welland Canal, it declares that
and accepting his present position theU. S. Marshall, he waa informed of to compete with it. the Oswego Canal from
of Superintendentof the Southern Divi- the fact and came immediately to appre- Lake Ontario to Syracuse moat be enlarged
sion of the Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R. hend the perpetrators, if possible. Last so as to pass vessels of the greatestdraft
We hoped and confidently expected that Monday, be, togetherwith our efficient and length, that corresponding enlargehe was being saved to superintend the Marshal,succeeded in tracing the deed to ments of the Erie Canal most be made
completion of the road from Mansfieldto A. Brott and J. Jacobussen, who were from Syracuseto the Hndaon River at a
Lake Michigan. And the fact that a first- arrested and locked up. Tuesday they point say 20 miles below Albany, so, that

field,

Goldwater

BOOKBINDING!

road,

-

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,

jas mix'

In the Uni ted 8 tales aii d Europe. Tarttenlar attention paid to the ooDecdoni of Baaka and Bankers.

class railroad Superintendent like Mr. were brought up for examination, bat vessels from Chicago, after passing through tlon. Interest allowed on time
the same and had to give $500
bail
O'Rourke waa itatlohed so long at Mon- waived
---------------- the Welland Oaaal, will have aa free comtclth to run a twelve mile railroad, certain- 1 each for their appearance at the next court munication with New York aa with Monly

gave good ground

for

such an

inference.

'

for trial.

«

MosKseev,Sept, 8
deposits, subject

-

treal.

M.

UHIOH.

m

THR IHSAUTIPUL HALL AD OF \TA8KA
Her voice wm ewt-et m 4 Un-RO-lln ;
Her mouth wm small u the bead of a. pin
Her eyee rau up, her chin ran down—
Oh, she wa« the belle of Ye<ldo town.

Fell Jeiid In love|with a Turkish

;

man.

This Turkish man a tnrban had.
This Turkish man was sly and bad :
He whisperedunto Miss Wanks Wee :
“0 fljr with ms to my own Turkeo

!

“0

fly With me to my own TurkeeJ
*ud robss of gold I'll give to thee—
A fflgdleof p-arl and love fo^llfe,
If thon wilt be my eightiethwife.”

Now

simple Waaka iftngty Wee,
So good to bear, eo fair to see,
Rseolved* behind her bashfnl fan
To be eightiethwifejto this TnrUahinan;

now.”

this horrid, valy. old Turkish man
Declared he’d die on' tbs English plan.,
“ And ap;*’ said he, “ niT bright-winged bird.
Thou’lt haye for Ihy fortune the widow’sthird.

Then

Then flew the rtuid to the Mi-ka-(fo,
And told the plan of her rurki«h bean.
“ and now,” said she, “ the whole thou’st heard,
How much will it be, this widow’sthird ?”
Now the Ml-ka-do was wondrouswise ;
He opened his mouth and shut his eyes :
“ The widow’s third, O daughter, will be
Whatever the law will allow to thee.”
Then flew the maid to the Court of Lords,
Where every man wore a brace of swords,
And bade them name what sum would be hem
When her Turk should go to bis fore-fa- them

see

.

;

And

suiting the action to the word,
Nellie, after some search, found the
coal shovel, and put into the stove a peck
of coal and an ignited bunch of friction
matches, then stood qnietly awaiting the
conflagration which was to ensue. Nothing alarming occurred; there was considerable smoke, and a powerful, strong
smell of brimstone, but no great fire.
She concluded that the matches didn’t
get fairly burning, so she tried another
bunch; and believing this could not fail
of accomplishing her design, she retired
to the pantry as the next field of operation. After considerable thought on the
subject, she decided to make the pudding first; it would be the most difficult
job, she argued. Well, how was it to

be made? “The Revised American
Cook Book and Delicate Housewife’s

And the end of it all, as you well might know,
Wm naught but grief to tile Turkish bean ;
For lovely Warka Slngty Wee

Especialand Valuable Friend in Need ”
was called in play. There was a paraSaid : “ Go back alone to your old Turkee ! ”
graph on the cover to the effect that you
—Scribnerfor May.
would find everything worth knowing
within the lids of that invaluablecasket
NELLIE HARTWELL’S HOUSEKEEP- of diamonds;and Nellie fondly believed
that people in general prefer speaking
ING
truth to a lie I So she opened the book
in full faith touching its veracity.
“ My dearest Nellie !”
“ Rice pudding. Rut the rice to soak
14 Dear Horace 1”

And you will be content to take me in luke-warm water, having picked it
as I am — a poor clerk, with only seven clean of all impurities ; and milk, sugar,
hundred a year ? Will you be happy to and salt to your taste. A little nutmeg
pass life with me in a small house, and a couple of eggs improve it.”
“Goodness me!” ejaculated Nellie,
and attend to the domestic affairs your“ how am I to know anything about it, 1
self?”
wonder ? How much is a little nutmeg ?
“Yes, Horace.”
“But, have you considered,my best And how much rice, and milk, and
beloved, how great a burden this may sugar, will be enough? And, as I live,
if there ain’t the awfulest smut spot upon
sometimes be ?”
“ A burden I 0, Horace, as if any- my skirt ! I must wash that out the first
thing that I could do for you would be a thing !” And, forgetful of pudding and
burden! A sweet little vine- wreathed dinner, she flew to the wash bowl, and
cottage will be delightful.A oozy scrubbed the soiled cambric till its gaphouse all to ourselves, and no prying ing threads cried eloquentlyfor quarter.
By the time this was cleansed she
housemaids to spy into everything we
espied
a second spot, located on the
do, and prate of my faults and failings
sleeve of her dressing-gown,and this
to the whole neighborhood.”
“And no burnt steak and black cof- must undergo the same elaborate profee ! Doubly delicious the ambrosial cess as the former blemish. When this
nectar that your lily hands shall pre- much was gone through with, she saw
“

pare, my day-star,

my

wife— that is to

that the rose on her

bosom was

in a dis-

abled condition— the rose itself being
Immediately upon this followed a con- among the missing, and the two delicate
cussion which made the windows clatter buds broken and wilted. So Nellie had
as in the breath of a tempest ; and, from to go up stairs and get a fresh blossom.
what little experience we have had in Horace admired flowers, and thought
such promises, we must venture to affirm Nellie became them amazingly.
“Now the pudding must be mixed,
that he kissed her— which of course
for certain,” said she, assuming an air
sealed the compact.
Horace Hartwell was a fijm-looking of pretty importance, which, unfortunyoung fellow of twenty-thrne— ftcierk in ately, no one was there to see. “ Let
the jobbing-house of MarfcinJ Turner ; me read that recipe over again. 4 Pick
aid Nellie Armstead was the daughter of it clean of all impurities.’ I wonder if
a man who, though by no means that means the water, or the rice. It
wealthy, had a wonderful talent for appearing so. In this laudable endeavor
he wos aided by his wife— a liandsome,
showy woman, who brought his daughter up to ornament the parlor, to the
utter exclusion of the Kitchen. Therefore, Nellie was well qualified by edutiou to become the mistressof a house,
and the regulator of its domestic af-

.

fairs.

Horace Hartwell had fallen in lovo
with her pretty face at a picnic ; and, on
obtaining

an

introduction, the infatnu-

came to the
conclusion that he could not live without her ; and Nellie was tirmly convinced that she should pine away and
die if separated from Horace. And having succeeded in convincing Mrs. Armstead of this fact, that lady informed her
husband, and the good man had nothing
to do but consent to the marriage which
was to be the means of saving two valuiion had increased, until he

able lives.

One

sunshiny morning in May,
Horace and Nellie stood before the clergyman, and after that people called Nellie Mrs. Hartwell, and congratulatedher
on the happiness which was within her
fine,

reach.

The young
dence in

couple took up their resihouse, a little

a neat, one-story

removed from

the bustle of the city, and
easy of afcoess from the store where Hor
ace w.is

employed. And

OUR ORDER OF NOIULITY.
The patent of nobility""
Dates farther back than history,
Or any parchmentscroll.
Or costs of anna of ancient lords,
Ormystloslgns,or aelphio words’Tia written in the soul.
Good blood

here they first

came

to realize that Longfellow was not
for from the truth When he said,
“Life U real, Ufa earneat."

the remainder of the steak, and was enjoying it to her feline heart’s content, in

shadow of

the

the pickle jar.

“Scat, scat, you beast! Shoo, scat,
! Shoo, I say ! ” cried Nell, dropping the mortar, and making at pussy
with the pestle elevated over her head.
The oat, to avoid the impending blow,
made a sidelong spring, knocking down
a shelf which held several vessels of
milk, and this shelf falling upon the egg
basket, smashed a chosen dozen of as
good eggs as ever a hen cackled over.
Nellie had quite a mind to sit down
in the midst of the ruin and indulge in a
good cry ; but she controlledherself, and
after mopping up the milk, to the great
detriment of her white garments, she
went out into the kitchen to see what
progress the fire was making. There
was not the least vestige of a fire about
the premises, and poor Nellie was in
despair. Just then she spied a boy going by, and called out
4 Here, boy, here ! I’ll give you ninepence to do a little job for me.
The boy’s eye glistened at the prospect, and he obeyed her call with alacrity;
but, when she told him to make a fire,
he laughed in her face. However, he
was a capable lad— as Nellie thought
and ere long, by his skillful application
of kindlings, a brisk fire was in progress.
The stipulated price was paid, and Nellie
considered it a good bargain.
The pudding was in the oven, the
potatoes in the pot, the steak on the
gridiron upon the top of the stove—
everything was entraine. By-and-by
the dripping from the fat began to smell
rathei unpleasantly ; it filled the room
with smoke so dense and stifling that
poor Nellie’s eyes grew red and tearful ;
and the tortured meat^ sizzled -and
hissed, and turned black as a bear’s
skin. Nellie threw open the doors and
stuck to her task of turning the gridiron, resolved in vulgar, though expressive, parlance “to grin and bear it.”
The pudding boiled over a continued
stream ; the potatoes bounced up and
down in the kettle like cockle shells in
a stormy sea ; the steak groaned and
spit, and in the midst of it all the clock
struck three. Punctual to the hour,
Horace’s step sounded in the entry, the
kitchen door was flung open with a
lover’s impetuosity,and that individual
invaded the smoky room.
there

:

4

—
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Good

gracious, Nellie ! is the

house

? Come

here this moment, darling. What under the canopy ails your
face ? It’s blacker than the ace of spades
— begging your pardon for the comparion

fire

son. Do look into the glass, Nell ! ”
He wheeled her round toward the mircan’t mean the rice, assuredly, for that ror, and surely the picture there preis as clean as it possibly can be ; it is the sented was not the most attractive one
double refined— no, double distilled— that a young husband might Wish ir look
mercy ! strange that I should forget the upon. The ashes which had been evolved
label on the box ! Well, it is pure rice, from the stove through her unremitting
that don’t need any picking,any way. attempts to make a fire had settled on
How much rice will it take ? Goodness
her hair, until her head was as white as
I wish the cook book was a little more that of an ancient militia captain, powdefinite. Some time, I’ll write one my- dered for training day. One long curl
self, that will give all the particulars to hod dipped itself m the hot water, over
a teaspoonfuL Well, we shall want the which she had been standing in vain
large white dish full ; I'll measure it, effort to scrub the stains from her clothes,
and see how much it holds.”
and it was straightenedout as perpenAnd away flew Nellie to gauge the dicular as a candle, and hung, drippiug
pudding disb, iu order to calculatethe with water, down her back. To finish
quantity needed for the pudding. She the tout ensemble, a streak of smut exfound the plate capable of containing tended from her left temple across her
two quarts, and from this she concluded nose to her right cheek, and at sight of
that two quarts of rice would be quite the ridiculous figure sho made poor
enough. The extravagant item was Nellie burst into tears. This only made
measured out, and committed to a tin matters worse; but Horace, like a true
pan full of water to undergo the soak- hero, kissed away the tears, seot and all,
ing process, and Nellie surveyed with transferringby far the larger portion of
dismay what remained in the box.
the latter substance to Ins own face.
“ Dear me ! it must be a terrible ex- Then be off coat, turned up sleeves, and
pense to keep house — here’s every bit announced himself ready to assist about
of that rice gone for a pudding; and the dinner. In this respect Horace was
Horace only having $700 a year. I a jewel, and his wife blessed him for the
must try to be very saving. I won’t generous heart which prompted his ready
use as much sugar as I intended to; and sympathy. But his abilitiesas a cook
the recipe says a little nutmeg— and I were in no wise equal to his will. He
won’t put in so much os that. Economy turned the steak, and lost half of it in
!

a few grains of

nutmeg. This

precious plate.

sert
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neath.”
The potatoes were brought next, and
having carefully peeled them, ahe placed
them in a kettle with some water and
pnt them over the stove. Then the out
the steak— and herjinger at the same
time; and the extraordinary gyration
which she made under the influence of
the pain upset the flour backet into the
slop-bail and entangled her crinolinein
foliage on her bosom, it must be con
the hooks of the steelj’arjffirtiich defeased that little Nellie looked pretty pended from the wall. It was a long
never should be said she went round the
hemse in Blip-shod shoes or dingy wrappers. 0, no ; housework should never
makrt a sloven of her.
Bo Nellie went to to her chamber, arranged her hair im becoming ringlets,
donned a pretty white cashmere peignoir over an embroidered skirt, and with

table.

.

.

that which never pales

When

•

It

’

innocence is troddendown
whitens not before the ctoto
Of laurel worn by fame.

;

No gilded cost of arms he needs
Whose title springs from noble deeds;
Self-poised,star-crowned
and tall,
He stands, like some high tower that flings
A shadow on tne petty kinga,
Like the anointed Saul.
A crown may be a vacant show
A scarf of stars, a blinding glow,
Cold the embroideredzone ;
A title, not a title deed,
The scepter but a broken reed,
A dunce’s block the throne.

------- -----begged Nellie’s pardon, picked up the chair, Amoved the
fragments of the mirror, kissed his Niobe of a wife, and sat down to finish his
At home, in school,let youth be taught
dinner. Alas for his appetite! The
To win nobilityof thought ; *
steak was nothing but a burnt cinder—
Thoughts are the fruitfulfeeds,
Sown broadcast In our daily walk,
outrageously detrimentalto molars and
They bud and blossomon the stalk
incisors ; the potatoes were non est ;
Of dally life in deed*.
and Horace saved all Kb powers for the
pudding. And he had need of them.
Pith and Point.
The dessert was brought on and
Lying in wait : False scales.
poured into its appropriate receptacle,
and Horace helped himself and Ins wife
A man who has nothing to seize
to bountifulportions.
easy circumstances.
44

Turk’s island!

and

crystallized

limestone 1 ” cried he, dropping his first
mouthful bacK into his plate. “Lot’s
wife must have been imported in the
last steamer.”
“ Why, Horace ! ” exclaimedNellie,
in alarm, “ what is the matter with the

pudding?”
“Salter than salitudus!Do
Nell!”

One mouthful was sufficient. Nellie’s
was screwed up into a hun-

is in

Thebe is plenty of game in the Black
Hills. 44 Seven-up ” and 44 poker ” predominate.

“The last galoot’s A. Shore,” who
was arrested for cruelly beating his wife,
in Louisville, last week.
An exchange has an

taste.

article headed,

The

latest agony at dinnerparties.”
The editor must have been luxuriating
in fresh cucumbers.
“

Tommy (suddenly, on his way home
from church) — 44 What did you take out
“Why, Horace, who would have of the bag, mamma ? I only got sixthought it ? I only put in half a cup- pence! Look here!”
44 What is conscience? ” asked a schoolDinner passed off rather soberly. Nel- master. 44 An inward monitor,” replied
a bright little fellow. 44 And what’s a
lie was mortified at the ill success of her
hard work. Horace was obliged to quit monitor?” “One of tho iron-clads.”
pretty face

dred puckers.

and wo all know that
with an empty stomach, and the
prospect of that organ’s remaining thus,
is a a formidable animal.
However, his good humor returned
directly. He kissed Nellie good-by,
and left her to the task of washing the
dishes— no easy duty, by the way.
The dinner and its accompaniments
were but the prototype of many another
dinner. It would be infinitelyamusing
to the reader to follow Nellie Harwell
through the four weeks following her
removal to a house of her own.
She invariably forgot to make the
bed until she went up stairs to retire ;
the lamps were never filled till the moment they were wanted; the carpets
were swept after she hod dusted the
furniture ; she boiled the calico clothes
the table hungry,
a

man

and the white ones

together

; made

starch of cold water ; ironed Horace’s
dickies wrong side out ; sewed up the
fingers of his gloves

; mistook

salt for

saleratns anu tartar emetic for salt
burnt the meat, forgot to sweeten the
sponge cake, and made a hundred other
blunders that every inexperienced
housekeeper can imagine for herself.
A month of this kind of existence
passed away, and Nellie broached a plan
to her husband. Horace was only too
delighted to consent. Their house was
shut up; the vonng man went to a boarding house and Nellie went to Aunt Martha
Chase, a widowed sister of her father,
who resided in a country town some
twenty miles away.
Aunt Martha was a lady more celebrated for the excellence of her pies and
preserves than for the number of her
flounces, and under her tutelage Nellie
became, in time, what every woman
should be, without regard to her station,
a good housekeeper. And when at the
end of three months she went back to
her own house, there were no more salt
puddings or burned steaks.
Little lady, think well beforehand, if
the adoration of your accepted lover will
live after marriage if fed upon bad bread
and black coffee.
;

Opening of a Remarkable Railway in
London.
The London papers announce a farther
extension of rapid transit in that city by
the completion and opening for public
traffic of the East London railway, which
is another of those gigantic underground
enterprises for which the metropolis of
England is so distinguished. The most
remarkable feature of this new work is
is a real virtue. ^
the fire through the bars of the gridiron,
the fact that a considerable portion of
Soliloquizing thus to herself, Nellie “set” .the table with the clotn wrong
the line is built under water. The commixed the rice, water and all, with a side out, the knives in the spoon-holder,
merce of the world may be said to float
cupful of milk, a teaeupful of sugar, two the butter in the preserve bowl, and
and navigate directly over a part of the
unbeaten eggs, a half a cup of salt, and mistook the pudding dish for the meat roof of the tunnel, which extends south-

Their house was comfortably,it not compound she put into the oven of the
The potatoes were fished out of the
luxuriously,furnished, and an ample stove and then proceeded to examine the pot, boiled to a complete mash ; not one
stock of the good things of life was laid tire. This was not so easily done, os particle was left upon another; and
in for Nellie to exercise her skill upon there was no fire to be examined. Nel- Horace, to his wife’s dismay, insisted
M a cuisinier.
lie thought she never did see such a con- upon straining potatoes and water
When everything was pnt to rights, trary stove in her life; and by way of through the dish-cloth, in the hope of
and Horace had gone to his place of improving its contumacious disposition, Savina the remains^
business, leaving many a lover-like kiss she poured two or three spoonfuls of
At last they sat down to dumer— baon the white forehead of his wife, to- burning fluid on the coal, and then ker’s bread, suspiciouslooking butter,
gether with the intimationthat he would touched a lueifer to it. The effect was meat, and a pie from the confectioner's.
expect dinner at three o'clock,Nellie astonishing ; the covers ot the stove The padding was to answer for the desconsulted her watch and found that she were blown off like a beaver hat in a
'i
had full four hours in which to prepare nor’wester, and the fire proved to be a
“Is there tea or coffee, dearest?”
that important meal She would
mere 44 flash in the pan.4
asked Horace, looking dubiously over
before she commenced' doing anything
“ Never nriud, ’ said Nellie, in a con- the
about the kitchen, she thought ; she had solatory tone; 1 guess it will kindle;
“Goodness, if I didn’t forget it!”
read so much of untidy housekeepers,it there seems to be a small blaze under- cried Nellie, springing up with such

is

Boyal is the blood, when hearts are true
To prove the pulaing current blue,
By name, and date, and birth,
Will not suffice when left alone :
He is the king upon the throne
Who has true moral worth.

—

But thongh her heart was fan of glee,
Hbe hung her head and said to he :
“ If thou nhmddst die, mj Turkiah beau,
Where would poor Waakifflingtr go?”

They sat in council from dawn till night,
And sat again till morning light—
Figuredand countedand weighed to
W'hat an eightiethwidow's third would be

enough to challenge anybody’sndmira- time before she could break clear from
So a cup full was put into the urn ;
liou.
these tenacious intruders; the steel hot water was added, and the two house“ Let me see,” quoth she, meditating, frame-work of her skeletonheld on like
keepers sat down and waited patiently
“ What shnll I have for dinner? Horace true metal, and the hooks of the steelfor the steeping to be finished. * At last
is fond of bi oiled steak; I've heard him yards were bound not to let go ; so a
the tea was drawn; Horace sugared
say so. And pudding; yes, there must compromise was made, and Nellie diand creamed it, and put the cup to his
be padding; a rice one, I guess will be vested herself of the warlike garment lips.
best. And then there most be potatoes and disengaged the combatants at her
44 Good heavens ! ” cried he, in disand bread. That will suffice for the leisure.
may, it is strong enough to bear up a
eatables; now for the drinkables, as
Nellie had heard her mother’s cook long-boat; and black, too. No more
Aunt Keziah says. ’Shall I have tea, say that ponuding meat made it tender ; black ink needed in this house yet
coffee, chocolate, or water? My head and, in pursuance of this knowledge,
awhile. We must drink water to-day.
doesn’t feel very well, and it shall be she -put the pieces of steak into a mortar
There, there, never mind ; it was all
tea; tea helps settle anybody’s head, I and poundea them until the perspiration my work.”
have heard mother say. That’s all, 1 streamed down her face and her arms
Nellie’s tears had begun to flow.again,
believe-— no, there’s the sauce; there ached with the exertion, As for the
and Horace leaned over the table to kiss
most be some kind of sanoe. Shall it meat, it is best not to say much regard- her forehead, upsetting the tea at the
be apple or cranberry? For this once, ing the appearance ; but it more strong- same time into the bosom of his white
cranberry; it’s an abominable job to ly resembled a poultice than anything vest. The amount of caloric contained
pare apples, and it stains one’s hands so else.
in the fluid was decidedly unpleasant,
shockingly; and Horace can’t endure
While she was thus engaged the cat
and poor Horaoe, under the influenceof
stained hands. I’ll go and make a fin. a family pet— had taken possession of

A compositob, setting up a report of
horserace, said “the fpol-sellers were
busy,” instead of 44 tlie pool-sellers,” but
it did not alter the sense of the paragraph much.
a

A little boy, whose conduct made
she feared he did

his mother say that

not pray, replied : “ Yes, I do ; I pray,
every night, that God will moke you and
pa like my ways better.”

Publican— “ Yonr dog’s very fat, sir.
Pray what do you feed him on ? ” Traveler — “Well,
has no particular
meals ; but whenever I take a glass of
ale I give him a biscuit, you know ? ”

he

some of the first settlers
Jamestown,Va., good to come to life
and take a peep at that town. They
It would do

of

would find everything about as they left
it, only looking a little older, with more
knot-holesto be seen.
A fast youth asked at a ’Frisco res-

:
“Almost

taurant

“What have you

got?”

everything,” was the reply.
44 Almost everything ? Well, give me a
plate of that.” 44 Certainly. Ona plate
of hash ! ” yelled the waiter.

A veby tall man was in the streets of
Boston, when an old lady who admired
his gigantic stature, thus addressed
him : 44 Mister, were you large when
you were small?
44 Yes, marm, I was
considerablebig when I was little.”

”

“My

boy,

tell ns

what you know

about rattan? ” said the committeeman.
“It is sometimes called the Calamus
Rottang ; comes from Penang, Samarang, and Padang,’ and is used by the
master in this school too dang often.”
4

As Pat up the ladder woh climbing one day,
Hia hod fllled with bricks, the usual way,
A fresh landed brother from over the sea,
Half seas over, or at least seemed to bo,
Called up from the street,with a comical wink,
“Como down, ye spalpeen, and let’s take a
drink.”
“ Bcdad and I will,'" says good-naturedPat,
“ Then I’ll carry my bricks inside o’ my hat.”

Mohday

was one of those dreary,
man stays at home all
day and pulls out all his private papers,
with a view to straigthenmg things, and
after looking them carefully over, leaves
them in a heap on the table for his wife
to put away.”
44

rainy days when a

In one of Beethoven’s letters, in
which he gives his publishersthe corrections of some proofs of a stringed
quartet, he concludes by saying that
“It is four o’clock ; I must post this,
and I am quite hoarse with stamping
and swearing.”

A New Yobk lawyer employed a new
boy the other day, and when the lad
asked for instructionB, the attorney replied : “Your instructions are to be
takeu in general. Keep the office clean,
borrow coal whenever you can, and
easterly, from the Liverpool street sta- under no circnmstanoes must you ever
tion of the Great Eastern railway, pass- lend my umbrella to a lawyer.”
ing directly under the warehouses and
A boy-befobmeb,in a speech a few
water basin of the London docks, thence
evenings since, made this remark ; “I
under the embankment, across and unhave three good reasons for keeping the
der the Thames river, to the New Cross
pledge not to use tobacco ; first, because
station of the Southeastern railway, thus
I am to have $5 at the end of a year ;
connecting all the roads named, and also second, because I have pledged myself

the London and Brighton and South not to use il ; and third— the strongest
London lines. At Shadwell and White- motive of all— because I’ll get a licking
chapel, magnificent stations, each four if I don’t keep it !” JLt is unnecessary
hundred and fifty feet in length, have say to that the speech was applauded.
been erected. The total cost of this
new line, which is a little less than six ' A dwelling house on Clifford street
miles* in length, has been £3,200,000,or took fire in one of the chambers the
other night from an exploding kerosene

sixteen millionsof dollars.

lamp. The flames were extinguished
A gbeat deal has been written about after a sharp struggleby a woman of the
force as to upset the castor, and send the
sleeping with windows sky high, so as to house, who had her hands pretty badly
vinegar dancing to the floor. “How let in all of out doors. None.bnt mono- burned. She was relating her adventures
much tea will it take for ns ? ”
to a neighbor n xt morning, and the
maniacs or bom fools write thus.
1 don’t Jmow. I’m sure,” said Horknow that many persons have met their woman asked : 44 Why didn’t you raise
ace, slowly. “What does your cook- deaths by having been exposed, by an alarm— where was Beesie ?” 44 Bessie
book say?*’
means of an open window, to a sudden and hor beau were courting in the parNellis consultedthe work. >
change in the weather during the night, lor,” was the calm reply. 44 And you
It says * a quantity proportionate to
never called to them?” “Not a word.
and certainly the safe aide is the best
the size of the family/ How much
I have known of cases where a sudden
would that be for us? ”
Rabbits kilied 300 apple trees for a alarm has upset a young man just as he
‘•Well, I don’t know; about a cup Minnesota farmer recently, by gnawifig was about to propose and changed the
full, I should think.”
the bark off.
whole future of two lives. ’’—.FYee Press.

We
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On the 18th of June, 1776, the town
of
Sheffield,Mass., voted that if the
The attention of oommeroial advenContinental Congress would declare the
turers is now sore to be directed to that
colonies independent,its inhabitants
part of Central Africa which has just
Lieut Cameron’s Explorations.,

H

shed between

Zambesi and. Congo
into Congo basin. He

the
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QUICK-

In

State

An ounce of preventionIs worth a pound of cure,

tite, nausea, or

slily

WELLS

SAND.

-headache, Indigestion, disordered liver,want of appe-

He walked

BE-tT -OF

ALL GRAIN. TIME

tions, such as “Endless Aprons," "Raddles," “Boaters,"
“ Pickers,"etc^ are entirely dUpented with} lea* than

operated entirelybv
HORSE-POWER, and will bore at tho rate of 80
FEET PER HOUR. They boro from

who are troubledwith the complaint*now very prevalent

Than a Barkeeper.

IT!

And are prepared to demonstrate the fact.

orderedcondition, until the disorderhas Urae to develop
Iteelf.

.

i

become constipated,
and the aystem to remain In a dis-

known portion of

color.

of sicknessshould at onoe be attended to.

Indications

commer-

and

“fi^eflowtigerathe whiU^Hbe me, “d the awar
like aoeds are threshed,separated,cleaned and saved thy. saffron appearance of the akin changed to a deer,
and perfectly as Wheat, Oats, Bye or Barley. livsly and hoal thy
, .
6 Tho*o sufferingfrom weak or ulcerated lungs oi
AN EXTRA PBICE Is usually paid for grain and tubercle*
will reouto groat benefit in eipeetortttiu
teed* cleaned by this machine, for extra deanUnera.
freely the tough phlegm or muoouifrom tho lungs. au
IN THE WET GRAIN of 1875, the** were sulatan- cells,bronchi or windpipe,throat or head ;
Hally tho ONLY MACHINES that could run with profit of the frequencyof cough; generalInc
throughout the system; stoppage of
or economy, doing first, thoroughand perfect work,
when othen utterlyfailed.
aa easily

Mr.Ve&t,aaabova.
la a

dylet at Thresher*,can be BAYED by thia
SH/Reta/, on every job, to more Hum

Improved Machine.

_

:

,

bid and cloudy eppearanosto n dear aheny or amb«
color; water passe# freely from tho bladdei throaghtb*
urethrawithoutpain or ecaldicg , littleor no aedtasent

there is no doubt that within a few years
there will be plenty of British

Sareaparillian

any

a

ing

DR. RADWAY’8

principle*.

"VIBRATOS

it

Cameron are

Felt os They Dailj
Occur after Using a Few Doses of

of

_

reports of Lieut.

.

Sarsaparillii ai Its Associates.

. TO* la the famous Threshingmachine that ha*
"wept the field " and created such a revolutionIn the
trade, by Its matchum Giuix-Bavixqa» Tow***

SWell Auger

Modem Chemistry

Changes as Seen and

BOLD LAST SEASON
WITHOUT ONE FAILUR1 OB BUIOTION

our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
cents to pay postage)a sample of Dobquet in his hqnor that the riches of that
bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
region are unspeakable ; but he was then
unable to describethe multifarious proA Turkey in Houston, Ga., laid three
ducts, natural and artificial,that nad eggs the other day.
fallen under his eye. He felt sure that
Southern Hotel, St. Loula, Mo.
the center of Africa would one day be
Tho moat complete hotel In all its ap ointthe scene of civilization, productive
mente in theWeet The table sappliet \t all
trade, and commercial activity ; that its
times with the best the market affords.
fertility would make it one ox the granaries of the world, and that its mineral
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ringwealth would make it the center of the worm, saltrheum, and other oataneousaffeoiron manufactures when other parts of tions cured, and rough ekin made soft and
the globe have been worked out Lieut.
Cameron is not a loose-tongued man,
but a thoroughly trained scientific ob- made with common tar, all of which are worth_f
server and explorer,and these observa- less.
tions of his are not to be regarded as
Veoetine is acknowledged by all
overdrawnin any respect. He found in classes of people to be the best and most reliathe region to which we have referred a ble blood-purifier in the world.
magnificent system of internal water
Notice to Subic fiber*.
communication, and ascertainedthat the
Any .ubeerlberto thU ptper (old or new) who will take
Congo river could be joined with Lake the tronble to send hla name end eddreet, with twentyTanganyika, for purposes of navigation, five cente to pay for pottage, mailingcylinder, etc., to the
by a canal thirty miles in length. In well-known publlaher,Mr. 0. F. Vent, 88 Weat Fourth
reel,Cincinnati,
Ohio, will reoeive by mail, guaranteed
this way a vast region would at once be
In oerfect order, a copy of llodgman'a Family Album
a
opened up to civilization —
region full deecriptionof which may be aeon in our advertiiing
column*, or a copy may be Man at our office.
which is now known to but a few Arab
It will be obaorved that till* Album ii not in the uiual
form. It is in tho form of an ENQBavino.which
traders. The people are peaceful, their BOOK
is as sensible and unique in designaa it is beautiful and
towns are large, situated near each other, artlitlo in execution. In order that aubtcriberaomly
shall reap the l>enefltof tlila offer,tho publlaher’* propoand to be seen every five or ten miles. sition,as it appears in another coluran.shonldbe cut out

The

“THE VIBRATOR”

with the

of

Phila-

.delphia, Pa., have promised to send

rivers till he got
said in his speech at the Liverpool ban-

Made

1000

would solemnly engage with their lives
and fortunes to support them u -4heir
measures. This event will be celebrated
on the 18th, 19th and 20th of June, this
year, Bishop Janes preaching the centennial sermon on the first day.

been explored by the bold Englishman,
Cameron. His accounts of the people
and their country have given mankind
new infonnationof no little interest As
he advanced toward the west, in crossing the continent from Zanzibar and
Ujiji, he followed the line of the water-

The Wonders

$25 TO $50 PER DAT

$40. $50. $75. $100.

sale.

threaten d
Tuberculous
Wasting,

CHEAP
A DURABLE.
Wlllykld 4*0 per wn»

CENTENNIAL YEAR.

profit.

SHIPPED BEADY FOR

CHAP. M. EVANS, Mannf’r,

Bald

152 Weet

Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.
Fourth and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

fat

USE.

CMalocw. AddraMtbaoilTMarnfMOuat,

clothes were tattered and tom, and his the root of the diseue and produces a healthytone to
esaes of Leucorrbna and Uterine disease*.
head was shaven and shorn, and he looked tho system. People never noed suffer from any disease
In tumors,node*,hard lumps and syphiloid ulcere;
and venerealsore throat, uloen, and la tubercl
for all the world like a plantation field
pc pels, rheumatism, rickets,
arisingfrom a disorderedconditionof tho liver if they
AGENTS
WANTED
FOR
THE
is in the** terrible forms oi
hand. His face was as black as night, would take this excellent medicine when they feel the
CxKDS.forVCents. Each card conUini
_______
_______ body has bocomo a complete
s scene which Is not risible until held towards the light
and his general appearance countryfied
wreck, ‘and where every hour of oxlstedeela torture,
Nothing like themeverbeforeofferedIn America. Blgindu^first Indleations of the malady. Families leaving home
me&ts to Agents. Notkltt PtlVTiaa Co., Ashland,Mass.
wherein this great remedy challenge#tho astonishment
and green.
and admirationof the sick. It is In *uoh cases, where
for the summer months should take three or four boxes
all the pleasures of existenceappear cut off fi*om the
The barkeeper, a dissipated-looking
ANTED fort**
of these pills with them. They have an almost instantaunfortunate,
and by its wonderful, almost supernstaral
Knam Young’s
fellow, with a bloated face and a long
The great Interest In the thrilling history of our ooun- agency,It restoresthe hopelessto a new life and now
5.000 »h'»dymM.
neous effect.They will relieve the patient of headache
existence
where
thia great remedy tends alone in IU
Duitlni _ try makes this the fa* tee (.selling book ever publlahed.
nose, resolved to play a joke on the
might and power.
It contains a full account of the grand Centennial Exin one or two hours, and will rapidly cleansethe liver of
“ green ’un” to pass time ; so he offered
In the ordinaiTakin diseases that every one la more Or
YOUNG.Ia'r’LA^’KSl&SI'vi hibition.
troubledwith, a few doses will Iu most oases, and *
surrounding bile,and. will effectually prevent a bilious
CAUTION.—Old, Incomplete and Unreliableworka less
to bet the innocent-lookingdarkey the
fow
bottlesIn the more aggravated forma,work a petare being circulated ; see that the book you buy contain*
attack.
They
are sold by all druggista.
manent cure.
drinks that he couldn’t pick up a pin
44JI Fine Engravingsand 925 Page*.
• should purchase
Those
afflictedwith chronio diseases
lent mail or woman can wully m*k« ffp“
Bend for circular* and extra term* to Agent*. Address a package oon lain Ing one doten bot
from the floor without bending nis
ittles. Price 510
per day. The buiinru
ue W and pci
The names ot victories may be
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.. Obloaao. IU.
docan,or $5 per half dufcen bottles,
los, or $1 per hotknees. The nigger vowed that he was
ncnL o» make the wm* offer next^
erased from our battle-flags,but
K1
S I
voar lliatwu do thU. A pttwm.
not given to betting, hut he would try
wku had n« ver canrai*^
SILVER TIPPED
Shoos will never become obsolete.
the trick to oblige the company and help
They are a national institution.
•.Fallrnriicaltnfr**. C. A
while away the tedious hours. Tho pin
I Also try Wire QuiltedBoles.
rjlHEisubacrlbers are maanfactumaand proprlewas stuck in the floor, the negro bent to
X
_ tore
tor* of Dr. B. W. Bead1* Oalebrated Asthma Re:ef, which la undoubtedly
the beat aath.i'i remedy
lief.whi
the task, and the barkeepergot along- For boots and shoes. Used by Government 4 years.
BO
yet discovered.
Instant relief la guarantee nr purside him with a twenty-four-inchboard
I H
caasa price refunded. We put up the medicinein
to see that he didn’t cheat.
boxesof three sizes, which retail for 35c., 60c. and $1.
1770 iu contrast with the United States 1870, con Persons remitting retail price will have tho medicine
The negro stooped until his back reWarranted. taining much infonnation of practical value to eve- promptlyforwarded by mail, poetpaid.Also RamWILL AFFORD INSTANT BASE.
sembled Hogarth’s line of beauty ; his SURFACE
plea sent free to an:
any who may desire.Prices por
doa $1.75, $3.50 and $7.00; gross price, $18. $36, $72.
pants became tighter and tighter, and
Sof
INFLAMMATION OF THE KID!
Wholesale
esale agents ; John F. Henry, Ourran fc Co., N.
ation of ndepcndence,in the hand- writing of Jefhis breath shorter and shorter. The barINFLAMMATION OF TUB
ferson; a great curiosity; wanted by everybody. Y.; John D. Park k Son*, Cincinnati,Ohio; Riclmrd’ION OF
keeper, with a cunning leer and a signifi- 1 •
®nn a day at home, Samples worth SI seni Sold only throughagents. For terms, address, son k Co., Bt. Loul*, Mo.; Lord, Smith k Co., ChiStihiokk Od„ Portland,Me.
cago, 111.; G. C. Goodwin It Oo„ Boston, Mass.; SORE THBOA
Tnion'Map Co. Chicago, Ills.
cant smile, slowly lifted the board in the
stibsq
French, Richards Ac Oo„ Philadelphia,Pa, Address
PALPIT
air with both hands, and whirled and
ETHRIDGE, TULLER k 00., Rome, N. I.
Should write for Circular for
whirled it around to give greater force
Fart Selling New Book to
HEADACHE
NKURA
to the blow. The negro stooped lower
Ao^OCperday Bend for ChromoCatalegue.
(X)
and lower, his pants grew tighter and $ I U ^ $ 40 J. u. Burroao’s Sons, Boston, Mas*.
tighter, and the board flew faster and
The application of the READY RELIEF to the
Pnbliaher,H0 KINZIK
A ll • AiffllllA
WBIildl.ldXCv*l.
part or parts where the pain or difficulty exists will
“ ^-QNTHAgentswanted.
Excel. 1
Mfg.
STREET. CHICAGO.
faster. At last, when everything was
Co., 161 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
afford
ease and comfort
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe o(
ready for the grand coup, the barkeeper
Profitable. Pleasant work . hundreds now em
Fain to Man and Beast,
took deadly aim, the board came down ployed hundreds mors wanted.M N Lovell. Erie. Pa.
Distinct Features, and 1,500 IlluRtratlons, including
Is the Grand Old
with a whir, and
the negro skipped
Gallery of Kxqalelte F.ngliHh Nivel Plates
ROWKbi, and all INTKkNAL PAINS. ,
on Trial 8 moa. 3 eonta. and Illuminationa.Full descriptionand terms, free.
Travelers should always cany a bottleof RADnimbly aside, and the barkeeper fell fiat | AGENTS' GUIDE James P. Soott, Chicago.
WAY’S R15LIEF with them. A few drop# in water
will preventsickness or pains from change of water.
on his nose.
They picked him up and carried him
IT IS BETTER THAN FRENCH BRANDY OR
home, applied oysters sud rsw most, &nd 1
BITTERS AS A STIMULANT.
when they told him that the greenhorn| 81
mIST*
!• <kl»ye<l nu lit* prolonietf
by u«iug |, A T. nHle MlUir
end Liquid Bitract of Bet/. PbytlcUnir»i»n nunr cam a
Price 50 Cents. Sold by DraggUts.
was a retired roustabout,and hod fired
iDdlgcalloo,
BtUMUDMS.Cnniflpatian. Dyipepils,Pil**, Lung,
Outfit* FOOTPRINTS of the AGES, Our
the Lee in the great race, he smiled a o cncc " Governmentand History. Goooepf.ed’8 Llrcr, Bladder, Kidneyand Blood di«c»«e>. female PbyiicUni ley nerer fatli In FEMALE DISEASES end we*koM»e«.
B00ki Bible and Map Houtt, Chicago.
sickly smile, and admitted that he ought ^ rntfc
ii s " God lend to fernkTenV Homcopalhio and Old
School Phyaloiana report:•‘Itemer/.tu,
nr, medicine
NOT CURE, WO ACHE, WO PAIW, Til AT
to have known better.— Vicksburg
fur childrenand frmaln.'' "The only Extract of Beef
For the best Book*. 6e*t offer.
AFFLICTS THE lIlflllAN UODY.Oll
with
Tonlee
»nd
0«th»rtlci
we
wHI
i>n^cribe.H
Price
I per
I . TO
. _ AGENTS.
________ and most MONEY, address
THE BODY OF A HORNE Oil OTHER
Herald.
SUHAROSON A TULLIDQE,CIRCIIRATI,0.
Acbubn PUBLISH!
Publishing Company. Auburn, N. Y. I
| AUBUBN
DOMESTIC ANIMAL. THAT DOES WOT
YIELD TO ITS MAGIC TOUCH. A bottle
Remarkable Ocean Steaming.
coat Ins 35c., 5»c. or ft .OD, hnaoften sawed
mm . - —
A pretty Chromo and Jolly Paper 3 mo*
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recent voyage of the Pacific Mail

Steamer Company’s new steamer City of
New York, from New York to San Fran- TklVORORS Wgallyaud quietly obtained for tncomMJ patibillty, 4te.: reridenoe unnecemry; fee after
cisco, was in some respects remarkable. decree.A. GOODRICH, P. O. Box 1037, Chicago.
The total distance, 13,552 miles, was
KK MONTH GUARANTEED,
performed in fifty-nine days, the actual
RtSi
usinos*first-cloo*. jMnffMMfsa everysteaming time being fifty-fourdays and | Where. Addrea*. with stamp, T. S. PAGE, Toledo, O.
fourteen hours. The entire paasage was
HABIT CURED AT HOME.
.No publicity. Timo shortmade on the coal shipped at New York,
Terms moderate. 1,000 testlma
none having been taken on board en | nuia. Describe case. Du. F. E. Mabsh, Quincy, Mich.
route.— Scientific American.
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tsds rMioaleareesrtsia.
Itissm,y,

r.lsht,

Ilf

ehrsp. Bent by null. Clrealkrsfre«.

$250

dy would, if faithfully used, cure a large variety
of chroniooomplaiuta, there would be here and
there a case which, from Its severity, or from
its complication with other disorders, would
resist their fiction. These exceptional caaen

A Months- Agent* wanted. 30
ing articlesIn the

JETTINE

which

EQQLE8TON TRUSS

Beet Dressingfor Ladies' Shoes.

Satisfaction Guauanteed.
Ladles,
send for CincULAB.
?idw*, aak
*ak for It.
it. Merchants,
m<
ORVEL HOLDEN k CO.. 187 E. Kinrlo St, Chicago.

For sal* by

issdlnx Jo' »-*« sad

MANurAcrungnsolely b

HARMON,

l.rOY &

New Haven. Oonn

sssssss

aa

I

$17

degree ot perfectionin medicine

and surgery is attained. The establishmentof
this institution enables the Doctor to meet a
long-felt want in the treatment of the more
severe chronic affections.By a careful consideration ot the symptoms as given in writing. he successfully treats thousands of oases
at their homes. Others visit the Dispensary in
person. The amplest resouroesior the treatment of lingeringaffeotions.are thus placed at
the disposal of every patient, and those on
whom the proprietary medicines do not have
the desired effect can procure a more thorough
and efficientcourse by a personal application
to the proprietor of the World’s Dispensary.
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sk, 8l Louis,
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rs-

uteoii.

YOUR NAME?,

the highest

til
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Ullm. BnrarsoflBiulluassadiiilring*-

the patient was laboring, and the use of apedflo
remedies to meet and overcome the same. This
led to the establishment of the World's DisAssorted Curds, 80c. Twenty Acquaintance Cards, 10c.
, at Buffalo, N. Y., with its Faculty of
pensary,
Agent’s outfit,16c. ClintonBros, k Co., Cliotonville,Ct.
PhyaicianB and Burgeons, each of whom is
led ini
in the treatment ot chronicdisorders in
skilled
in oil color*, to ahow oar work,
general and those belonging to his own
holograph or tin
a year. Sample
department in particular.To one is
10 cent*.
diseases ot the throat and longs ; to another, |
diseases of the kidneys and urogenital organs ;

SISSWms

FOTS

Increases in Popularity every
year, and
F«r HEALTH,COMFORT snd STYLE Is
cknn.Ikdgvd THK BES'l ARTICLE ot
th* kind *nr mtJ*.
*

Mich

.

I

a

and

restored to
valuable horse*

REKULM

PILLS

Perfectlytasteless, elegantlycoated with
f

aU oleorderaof the

Rtomach,liver, Bowels, Kidneys, Bladder. Nervoox

&

DOVER ESS BEATEP,.
Hfnmllfl
Family Sla*.

0

of the BoweU, Plies and all Derangrauateof the
Intomsl Viscera. Warrantedto effect a positive cure.
Purely Vegoteble,oontelnlngno mercury, minerals,or
doleterlous drug*.
IF" Observe the following symptom
symptoms resultingfrorDisorders
of tho Digestive
_______________
.estlre Organ* :
of the- Blood in
urn,
_ __ loach,
at the Pit of the
d and DifCbokini
ocating 84t
lion

_

‘sso;
a

Yellowness of the Skin

Che.UJJrnbe.mdfiSSm
Afew

dosee of

BABWAY’* PILLS

Read

”

the Side!
Burning in

far

wtU free the

FALSE AND TRUE.”

Corset Skirt Snpporte

best sell-

Detroit,

00., Marshall, Mich.

Madame

world. One sample free.

$355 Addreu JAY BRONSON,
I

extent of the diseafleor diseases under

tispSSR

being,

Innae.

ELASTIC TRUSS
lieae

Week

human

Man-

Ten styles, Prices from 50.00 to 5160.00
BENJ. O. WOODS A CO. Manufn and
dealer* in all kiudi of Prlntlns;Material,

Unlimited Remedial Resources.
a
tied. All the

a

llfeaudniefulnessmany

For Professionaland Amatenr

HkiaPkd dlfferisifroaall ether., I.
enp-ebkpe, with Self Adjutlng Bill
In e*nl«r, id.pu lt»elfto ill nr.it-

People sometimessuppose that Dr. Pierce's
Family Medicines represent the entire extent
of hia reaouroeafor coring disease. This is an
error. Experience proved that while the Gol-

the life of

PEINTIN& PBESS.

$300

OPIUM

PRINTINCI

’my.’

I

I

I

liyriND READINQ, PtYCHOHANCY.FASCINATION.
1V1 Soul Charming, Mwmerltmand Lovers' Gu de.
showing how either sex may faadnate and gain tbs lore

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

H. Wlersema labor on streets ..............$ 82 50
A. Van
..22 02

Vnrcn

6,

SiS^n

If you wish

!

2 00
J . Jacobnsaenlaying stone .................. 6 00
J. Myrlck, for gate.. .......................
8 00
B

Saturday, May
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Common

.

M

400

JacobusNibbelink
VerplankeA Bolhols
G. Pereboite
adjournment and In accordancewith the Rcldeema Alton
D. Slniter .
provisions of the charter. And was called A. Flietatra
to order by the Mayor.
i. Kooyen
Mra.

Monday, May 1, 1870.
The Common Council met pursuant to

1 90
10 00
11 00

500
600
800

Present— Mayor Van Landegend,Aid. —Adopted.
Kanters, Matrau, Minderhout,Croplcy,
REPORTS OF CHI OFFICERS.

Brevman, Slpp and Schmid, and
Clerk.
Reading of the minutes of
was suspended.
By Aid. Kanters,

the

meeting

Rtadtcd, That the order of business be
suspended.— Carried.

Carried.

^

3DEA.LERS

Dry

.

Received, That whereas G. W. McBride
Resolved, That the City Attorney and
having received per formal ballot a major- Com. on Poor are hereby instructedto
ity of all the votes cast, that he be and
provide an ordinance for the care of the
is hereby declared elected to the office cf
City Poor so to ftither the payment of orCity Attorney.— Carried.
ders issued by the Director of the Poor.—
By Aid. Kanters,
Carried.

^
Crockery,

Revolved,That John Kramer be and is
hereby appointed CWef Engineer of the
Fire Department.— Carried.

Groceries,

RIVER STREET,

&

Flour

Stoneware,

We

Feed,

Provisions etc.

HOLLATSTID,

MICH.

come an(J examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
invite the Public to

wish to purchase.

WAISTTED.
Everything iin the line
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5,

John A. Roost,

of

Having disposed of most ot our old stock, we have
occupied my new quarters, on KlVER STREET
with a beautiful stock of everything
pertaining to a complete

Jewelry and Variety Store.

Produce will be receive and at

Silver.

Ware,

Ware,

Plated

§tw

Iprerti'semcnt'S.

ST.

.

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

1875.

Musical Instruments.
City Clerk.

Extensive Trade,

CITY HOTEL,

At the Store of

HOLLAND, MICH.

By Aid. Sipp,

By Aid. Breyman,

NT

Council adjourned.

veyor.— Carried.

Resolved,That A. M. Kanters and John
R. Klevn be and the same is hereby appointed as assistantassessors.— Carried.

I

Clothing,

By Aid. Sipp,

Revolved,That J. 0. Doesburg be and is
hereby appointedto the office of City Sur-

St.

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

By Aid. Sipp,

Uni

to be filed.

The Director of the Poor made his reBy Aid. Mputrau,
port which was ordered filed.
That whereas Al^. Kanters
The City Attorney introduced an orhaving received a majority of all the dinance, relative to the salariesof certain
Alderman elect for the office of President officers, which was rend a first and second
pro tem. upon formal ballot that he be and time by its title, and placed upon the genis hereby declared elected to the said eral order of the day.
office.—

& Jewelers,

DUURSEMA& KOFFERS,
Goods,
Goods,

The Treasurersreport was presented for
month of April And ordered to be

The Oitv Physician reported for the
month of April, having 8 cases, ordered

b

Watchmakers

BanktaUding, Cor, Eighth ul

the^
last

& Breyman,

Joslin

trade, go

.

Som

Connell.

sec a well assorted stock

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the, store of

John Van Anrooy, keeping fire la Engine
House ......... J ...............
19 00
A. Van Raalte fence posts ...............
15 80
Werkman A
poor orders. .......... 83 50
D. te Roller
8T00
G. Van Patten A Co.
18

to

WERKMAN &

PAUL

We have on hand a

Mr. J.

SONS,

us,

The Proprietorannounces to the Pnblc that no
pains will be spared by him ,o make this House
FIRST-CLASS in every respect.

River Street, Holland, Mich.
large stock of

The Rooms

are spacious

well furnished with

THE CHICAGO A NORTH-WESTERN R. R.

We request all of our old friends to come aud see
us In our new place and satisfythemselves as to
the above.

new

ers

and friendscontinue theirformer favors.

be Neatly
and Promptly executed.

All Repairing will

and
and

Holland,

My

By Aid. Kanters,

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
elegant furniture.
Resolved, That Dr. B. Ledeboer be and Railway Lines of the WXSf and NOSTE-WXST. and
with
itsnnmeroaabrancheaandconnectlone.
forme
And
keep
a full line of
is hereby appointed as Health Officerthe shortest and quickest route between Chicago
Carried.
Office
Floor.
and all points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern
Goods,
By Aid. Breyman,
Michigan, Minnesota,Iowa, Nebraska, California
and the Western Territories,Its
For the convenience of Commercial
Hats
Caps,
Resolved, That Dr. R. A. Schouten, be
Omaha and CauvoeniaLink
Agents a large and well lighted sample
and is hereby apppointed as City PhysiCrockery
Is the shortest and best ronte for all points In
cian.— Carried.
room has been fitted up on the
NorthwesterrIllinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Provisions.
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California,
By Aid. Breyman,
ground floor. Livery connectOregon,China, Japan and Australia.Its
Resolved, That John Quartel be and is
ed with the Hotel.
Chicago, Madison and Sr. Paul Link
hereby appointedPound Master —Carried.
Is the short line fdr Northern Wisconsin and MinJ. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
nesota, and for Madison. St. Panl, Minneapolis,
By Aid. Kanters,
Dnlnth and all polnte In the great Northwest. Its We have the agency for one of the largest 'manufactoriesin the country and sell cigars at.
Resolved, That Isaac Cappon be and is
Winona and 8t. Pbter Link
hereby appointeda member of the Harbor
Is the only ronte for Winona, Rochester, OwatonBoard.— Carried.
na, Mankato, St. Peter. New Ulra, and all points
on Sioux City A St. Panl Railroad in Sonthein
pill;
By Aid. Breyman,
and Central Minnesota. Its
Revived, That E. J. Harrington be and
Gbken Bat and MarquetteLine
Have a specific influence upon the Liver ant
is hereby appointeda member of the Har- Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
owels, and stimnlate these organs into such viibor Board.— Carried.
Du Lac, Oshkosh. Appleton.Green Bav. Escanaha, Grain,
orous action that the impediments are removed.
Negaunee, Marquette, Uonghlon, Hancock and
By Aid. Kanters,
Are dealt In very extef.rivelyby us. and all orders
the Lake Snperioi Country. |•B
from
are promptly filled ana delivered.
Revolved,That the city attorney be inimpurities of the Blood.
Freeport and Dubuque Line

Wykhulzen,has establishedhimself with
will be pleasedto see his old custom-

and

Mich., Feb.

JOSLIN

1875.

22,

BREYMAN.

&

on First

Dry

&

and

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

CIGARS! CIGARS!

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

Wholesale and Retail.

.

structed to draw up an Ordinance for the Is the only route lor Elgin, Rockford,Freeport,
purpose of determiningwhat the salary of and all points via Freeport. Its
Chicago and Milwaukee Line
the several officers shall be and that he report at the next regular meeting.— Carried. Is the old Lake Shore Route, and Is the only one
passing throughEvanston,Lake Forest, Highland
The following bills were presented for Park, Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha to Milwaukee. , Onr aim

Pullman Pai.ac* Cars

B. Grootanhuls ............................$2 00
Joshua MjHck for K»te ...................... 3 00
H. Meyers & Co.... .......................
7 50
Hartn
82 50
Jacoha«8enlaying itone ..................... 6 00
Abram Van Yaren labor .................... 22 00

Wlersema

are run on all through trainsof this road.
This is the only line running these cars between
Chichgo and St. Panl, Chicago and Milwaukee, or

Chicagoand Winona.

At Omaha onr Sleepers connect with the Overland Sleepers on the Union PacificRailroad for all
—Referred to Committee on Claims and points West of the MissouriRiver.
On the arrivalof the trains from the East or
Accounts.
South, the trains of the Chicago & North-Western
Railway LEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
By Aid. Matrau,
For Council BlujJ'*, Omaha and California, Two
Resolved, That Committee
Public Throngh Trains daily,with Pullman Palace Draw
Buildingsand Grounds be authorized to ing Room and Sleeping Cars through to Council
finish the work on Centennial Park and Blufft.
For St. Paul and Minntapolix, Two Through
that the Mayor and Clerk be added to said Trains drily, with Pullman Palaci
alace Cars attached
committee.— Carried.
on both trains.
For Orten Bay and Lake Superior, Two Trains
The Mayor reported having received the daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and runfollowing licenses:
ning through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee.Four Through Trains daily, PullClara Wlldman Troupe .................... $5 00
man Cars on night trains, ParlorChairCarsonday
Peddler ........ ^ ..............................
1 00
trains.
By Aid. Sipp,
For Sparta and Winona and points, on Sioux
City and St. Pan] Railroad and for points in Min
Resolved, That the clerk be instructed
nesota. One Through Train daily, with Pullman
to charge the same to the Treasurer.— Sleepers to Winona.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two Throngh Trains
Carried.
dail
illy, with Pullman Cars on night trains.
Council adjourned.
For Dubuque and La Crme, via Cliuton, Two
Throngh Trains daily,with Pullman Carson night
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
train to McGregor. Iowa.
For Siom City and Yankton and points on Sioux
City A at. Paul Railroad. Two Trains daily'. PullTuesday, May 2, 1876.
man Cars to Missonri Valley Junction.
The Council met in regular session and
For Lake Oenera,Four Trains daily.
was called to order by Aid. Kanters PresiFor Rockford, Sterling, Kenoeha, janeirWe, and
other points,you can have from two to ten train?
dent pro-tern.
daily.
Present — Aid. Kanters, Minderhout,
New York Office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston OfCropley, Breyman, Sipp and Schmid and fice.No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office",253 Faniham
Street; San Francisco Office, 121 Montgomery
the Clerk.
Street; Chicago Ticket Offices:62 Clark Street,
Minutes Qf the previous meeting were under Sherman House; corner Canal and Madison
Streets: Klnzie StreetDepot, corner W. Kln/.icand
read and approved.
Canal Streets: Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
and Klnzie Streets.
PETITIONS.
For rates or Information not attainablefrom
Of Columbia Fire Co. No. 2. asking for vour home ticket agents, applv to
MAftVIN HUGHITT.
one years salary in advance.— Referred to
Gen.Pass.Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.
Com. on Fire Department.

on

W.H.STENNETT.

ACCOUNTS.

Sheriff's Sale.

The following accounts were presented
By virtue of a Writ of Execution,issued out of
for payment:
and under the seal of the Circuit Court for the
County of Branch and tested on the 19th day of
John fan Aorooy, keeping Are la Engine
room.... ..............................
| 12 00 February A. D.il87ft vgalnst the Goods and ChatA. Van Baalte. fence poet*

Werkman &

....... .. 15 00
Sons, poor orders ..............82 50
........

D. te Roller,
G. Van Fatten A Co.

“

Jocobui Nibbelink
Verplank A
G. Pereboite
Reidsema A

“
“

D. Blatter
A. Flietatra
Mrs.

“

...........

“

...... ....... 8

Co.
Son

'
Kooyer

«

=•2
*•

‘*

K

::=£
............
.

R 00
»

uo
00

—Referred to Committee on Claims and
Accounts.
REPORTS OF COMMITTERS.

Of Com. on

Streets, Roads and Bridges
reported the job of Wm. Finch completed and reccommend the payment of the

same^-Adopted.

Of Com. on

Public Buildings and
Grounds recommending that Wm. Roose-

and for want thereof, then against the Lands
and Tenements of Elon G. Parsonsand to me directed and delivered, I have levied on all the right,
title, and inte'est of the aforesaid Elon G. Parsons
of in and to the following described lots, pieces or
parcels of land, lying and being situatedin the county of Ottawa,Btate of Michigan,to-wit: sonth-east
quarter of north-west mutter of section nuttibered
twenty-one[21] Town five 5] north of range fifteen
[15] west contalhlngforty [4n] acres more or, less,
alsathe sonth-westquarter of the south-west quarter of sectionnnmhered twenty-eight(28) town
five [5] north of range fourteen1141 west contain
Ing forty (40) acres more or less; also the northwest quarter of’ the north *ast quarter al section
fifteen (15) town eight (8) north 6f Range fifteen (15)
west containing ten (10) acres more or less and shall
Offer the same for sale, or each portion of said property aa may be necessaryto satisfysaid execution,
with costs and collection fees, at public vendue, to
the hlghestftidder therefor, at one o’clock, In -the
afternoon of the 27tb day of March A. D. 1878 at
the front door of the Ooart House In the City of
ties,

Grand Haven. Ottawa County, Michigan.

Dated: rand Haven, February 9, A. D. 1876.
boom, as a part of his contract for laying
sods etc., be allowed |40, 00.— Adopted. ARIB WOLTMAN, Sheriffof Ottawa County, Mieh
t.

Is to pay the HighestMarket Price for
kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a
specialty.We nrver refuse to buy anythingin this
line. Our connectionsare such that we can always pay the higheetprices.
all

Holi^nd, Oct. 28,

Wholesale and Retail

-

H.

-

BY

WALSH,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

De Feyter BiVs,

of

Wood

25,

1875. 2-tf

MEAT MARKET
— I3ST

THE

SOLLAM,

Ul

46-3 ly

ESTRAY NOTICE.
T>

ROKE

into my enclosure, in Georgetown, Ottawa County, Mich., on or about tne middle of
Jnly last, one small Red Heifer, with some white
on the belly. The owner is requested to call, prove
property, pav chgnreaAnd take her away.

D

—

Gkohoktown, Dec.

1st,

W. SWEET,

H.
1875.

J. E. HIGGINS,

FIRST WARD.

DEALER IN

Produce.

The undersigned announces to the Public that
he has finished his new Meat-Market,and is now
We have put np in our woods, (on the Lake Shore ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealthe Grand Haven road) a first-classportable saw-mllf ing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
which Is now In good running order, and can serve those who wish to favor him with part of their
the public at any time with all kinds of building trade.
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate A
same whei ever wanted.
Son’s Hardware Store.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
Holland. April 2,
W. BCTKAU.
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
an v kind of ship timber are unequal ed.
All hills will he filledpromptly and with desFlora and Bardin Seeds,
patch, and a fairdealing can be re'lled upon. Custom sawing done at bottom flgnrcs.
All kinds of Farm Products, taken in pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when deliveredat our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Plants of the newest and finest improved sorts,
Lake.
carlfullypacked and prepaid by mall. My collecHolland, Mich., March 12,
'• 4-tf tion of Strawberries took the first premium for the
best Collection, at the great show of the Mass.
Horticultural Society, in Boston, last season. I
grow nearly 1U0 varieties, the most complete collection in the Country,includingall the new, large
American and imported kinds. Priced descriptive
Catalogue,gratis, by mall. Also, Bulbs, Fruit
Trees. Roses, Evergre-ns. 25 packets Flower or
Garden Seeds, $1.00 by mail.

(luce,

MILL FEED, CORN,

&c.

All orders promptly attended to.

OFFICE

1875.

M. L.

S.

NEAR

R. R.

DEPOT.

Corner of Fish & Seventh Streets.

Cta

HOLLAND, MICH.
45-28-1y

Strawberries and Peaches-

NEW

SORTS BY MAIL.

J.FLIEMAN,

1876.

B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Eighth St. Ihlland,Mich.

fj r* The True Cape Cod Cranbenr, b
best sort

.

.

MANUFACTURER OF

Top or Open Buggies,
Light & Heavy Wagons,

SLEIGHS TRUCES

‘for Upland. Lowland,or Garden, by mai.
prepaid. $1 per 100, $5 pei
per 1,000WholesalcCatalogue to the Trade. Agents Want
AH work burnishedand finishedin the latest style. ted.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied. Enlarged and
B. K. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseriesand Seed
worked up in India Ink, Oil or Water Colors.
Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass. Established1842.

.

.

.

1875. SPRING AND SOMMER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,
(

etc..

Also sole Agent for the

SOUTH BEND,

IIsTD.

This wagon is the best wagon In use in this State,
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufactured. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will
•
sell for

•

z*

SIXTY DOLLARS

CASH

and All Work Warranted.

Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.

-V

.

General BlackemltMig; done
sad dispatch. ^

Horse Shoeing a

with

neatness

Speciality.
J.

FLIEMAN.-

Holland. September 1, 1875.

Hats

for

50 Cents and Upward.

The above aalgls adjournedtill Mopday April 8,

Of Com. Public Building and Grounds 1876, to be held at the tame hour and place.
reported that the job of grading CentenHated: Grand Haven, March ff, 1870.
All the latest styles in Ties, Ruchings, Collars and Cuffs, and a fall assortment
nial Park for Two Hundred Dollars be
ARIB WOLTK AN. 4for(r Ottawa Co. Mieh.
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
accepted, and that the contractors be paid
The above tale Is agjonmed till the 94th of April
the above named amount out of the Cen- 1878, oa account of no bidders; to be held at the
same place and hoar.
tennial Park fund.— Adopted. V
Dated: Grand Haven, April 8, 1876.
By Aid. Sipp,
to
AUK WOLTMAN, Sturtf Ottawa Go. MiM. Gall
Revoked,That the Council take a recess
of II minutes.— Carried.
Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Co’s Patterns
GarOf Com. on Claims and Accounts re*
commending the following bills for payments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

and

Examine. No Trouble

FOR SALE,

A t Acre Fruit Farm containing Mine 800 bearing
grape vinos, too Currant buihee; Strawberries;
Of Com. on Public Buildings -and Peare, Apple, Qalnce. Chestnut, Mulberry,AppriGrounds, reported the bill of H. Toreu of cot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down inquire of
|8.50 which was referred to them that the
HollAKD, April 19- 18TO.
RANDEOKND,
same be allowed.—Adopted.

Sta Stmt,

Druggist.

Ties,

Timber, and all kinds

A Very large stock on hand.

Holland, Mieh.

1875.

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark,

RUBBERS, ETC.

SOLD

—

Country Produce!

:

ezpemi

1,

iit li fd,

payment

mmm m

BOOTS, SHOES,

Show Goods.
of

Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.
Since the dissolution of oar co-partnerehlp. lam
carrying on this business aloiie,at the OLD ATORI.
where lean be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on band, the choicest of Salt
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the ioweat pricee.
I expect to tee all oar old ftiende.to come and can
on me, when I will offer them each bargains os win
Induce them to purchaaetheir daiy rations with

am

ment:

L &

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICH

cheaper than any
^ one In this City

I will sell

.

JACOB KUITl.

'

Holland,Feb.

14, 1874

46**

